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ALBIJaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUQUKKQCJE. NEW MEXICO,

11)

TYPHOON DOES

EVENING, NOVEMHEii 8.

WEDNESDAY

11)05 .

XUMUEIl 281

ROUSING VICTORY PERCHES ON BANNERS OF THOSE WHO DEMAND

MUCH DAMAGE

SAN FRANCISCO

Two Thousand Buildings

and a Steamer Are
Destroyed.
NO ONE REPORTED

Tammany's Defeat Almost a Death Blow.
Hearst Denies McClellan's Small
Purified.

KILLED

Accident Occurs on
Rai'road Ten Miles
From Wilkesbarre.
ARIZONA

Ohio

JUSTICE

AND DISTRICT CLERK.
Wasbington, D. C, Nov. 8. The

president today appointed Frederick
S. Nave as associate justice of the supreme court of Arizona, to succeed
judge Tucker. He also appointed Captain Joseph 1j. Ji. Alexander, of Phoenix, as district attorney, to succeed
Nave.

tfALVS
AMERICAN DEBUT

MAYORALTY

OF

NEW

Upper Floors and Tower
CITY
of the Chronicle

YORK

Building.

Musical circles
are looking forward with Intense Interest to the American debut of Miss
Marie Hall, the young English violinist, who will make her first appearance In this country, with the New
York Symphony orchestra, at Carnegie
hall tonight. According to foreign
criticR, Miss Hall Is the greatest woman violinist of the century, and the
critics In Europe have spoken of her
remarkable ability with unusual enthusiasm. She is under contract to
play In fifty concerts and will remain
In this country until March of next
year. Miss Hall first appeared In public three years ago, playing first In
Vienna, then In London-- " Her success
and
in both places was sensational,
since then her career has been unusually brilliant.
Miss Hall has a rather romantic his
tory. She is the daughter ot a talented but poor musician, who was her
first teacher. They were so poor that
they were compelled to earn a living
by playing In the streets In small
English towns. In Bristol some mu- aic lovers became interested in ner.
and furniBhed her with funds to go to
London and try for the Wesley schol- arshin at the Royal academy oi mu
sic. She won It easily, but being with
out money, was compelled to rorego
the privilege of free tuition, unui
Cannon Mellows became Interested In
mri enabled her to return to Ln
iir
don to study. She studied with Prof.
wiihermi. and finished ner vanctcal education under Sevolk, the
teacher of Kubellk.
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OF YESTERDAY'S ELECTION.

In New York city, the returns show that McClellan has a,ma-ve- "
Jorlty of 3.485 over Hearst. The latter claims fraud, and says he
will contest. Ivins, the republican, was a bad third In the race for
mayor.
With Tammany and all the political bosses against him, Jerome
has been
district attorney of New York city.
In Massachusetts, the republicans carried the state for governor
and other candidates, by about 5,000 majority.
Later returns from San FrancHco are convincing to the effect
that Schmltz, the union labor candidate for mayor, has been
ed by about 12,000 majority.
Chicago and Cook county, III., were carried by the republicans by
big majorities. There was no election for mayor In Chicago.
The fusion candidate for state treasurer of Pennsylvania, W. ft.
Berry, defeats Boss Durham's candidate, J. Lee Plummer, by a big
majority, while In Philadelphia, the candidates of the boss and his
'
machine were snowed under an avalanche of ballots.
Louisville, Ky., elects a democratic mayor by a decreased nia- jorlty.
The democrats of Ohio claim the state for Pattlson for governor,
by about 40.000 majority, and also a big majority In the next state
legislature. Boss Cox's candidate, Herrlok, for governor, Is undoubt- edly defeated, and the boss, In a card, retires henceforth, from active
politics.
Maryland defeats the disfranchise amendment to the state constl- tution. but on candidates for .office there is doubt, as official, returns
will have to decide.
Salt Lake City, Utah, elects a mayor opposed to Mormonlsm.
Rhode Island goes republican by a decreased majority.
Late returns state that the republicans elect minor officials in
Nebraska by big majorities.
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GEORGE

WILLIAM

B. McCLELLAN.

TIGER
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WILL

KEEP

THE

PEACE

THERE
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San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 8. Tha
tower was destroyed and the upper
floors of the Chronicle building gutted
nrri tin u iinini nil n-by fire last night, supposed to hav
been caused by flre works used In
WILLIAM M. IVINS.
election. The loss to
Republican candidate for mayor of celebrating the
$l6o,000.
The reference
New York city, snowed under by bal estimated at
library,
considered to be the finest la
lots In yesterday's election.
America, was saved. No one was injured.
in New York. It is pointed, out that
party politics cut but little figure In REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN
IN 8AN DOMINGO.
Pennsylvania or Ohio. Returns from
Washington, D. C, Nov. 8. A
other states created but little Interest
movement has developed In
in the national capital.
San Domingo and an uprising is seriously
threatened. News to this effect
NEBRASKA REMAINS IN
here," and
REPUBLICAN COLUMN reached the government
proper
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 8. Late returns navy steps are being taken by the
department
at the instance of
confirm the state to the republicans
to maintain
by a sweeping victory.
Only minor the state department,
peace.
officials were elected in this state.
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HEAMST.

Tammany's candidate for mayor of
Returns show his defeat for mayor
New York city, elected by a small ma- of New York city. He claims fraud
jority.
and says he will contest.
thanks for their loyalty and support.
I hope for their future good will.
"Respectfully,
"GEORGE B. COX."
Chairman Dick's Statement.
Columbus. O., Nov. 8. A little before 1 o'clock. Chairman Dick Issued
a statement admitting that on the
face of the returns so far In, Pattlson
Is elected by a plurality approximating 25,000. He said further that the
returns are still Insufficient to warrant any statement regarding the legislature.

gressnian Timothy D. Sullivan Is the
leader of the sixtieth district. Jerome said: "Take those returns from
the eighteenth and sixtieth assembly
districts and lock them up. Guard
them carefully. Tbey may cut a big
figure in this count. I propose to
see that there is a fair cout in this
mayoralty contest, no matter whom
it hurts."
Bets Are Held Up.
In the commercial district, practically ad bets made on McClellan will
be held up pending developments.
Conservative
estimates
make the
amount wagered on McClellan not less
than $100,000. The bets may be held
up indefinitely or at least until the
courts decide the contest. A broker
today offered to bet 1,000 that the
official count would show Hearst had
been elected mayor.

$150,000

Domingo Threatens to
Have Another Revolution
But Our Navy
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tice was elected by the republicans
and Municipal Ownership league.
municipals
In Kings county, the
DIES QUITE HARD elected
the sheriff, county clerk, register and coroners.
New York, Nov. 8. Whether George Brooklyn elected one justice and with PENNSYLVANIA HAS
attorney In Queens county,
B. McCIellau or Wm. R. Hearst Is to district
REDEEMED TREASURY
be the next mayor of Greater New Brooynlyn elected on Justice and with
York must be decided by the courts. the republicans two Justices In New
Full returns from every election dis- York.
- Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 8. Complete
Complete Returns on Mayor,,
trict give McClellan a plurality of
returns from every ward give the
Mcgives
3,485, but this is so small that the
York
New
city
of
The
or refoTtn party, 148,679, and the
or
of the bal- Clellan 3,485 plurality over Hearst. city;
republican
lots might easily sweep Hearst Into The total vote was, McClellan, 228,-65- the fusion candidate 105,346. Berry,
treascandidate for
office.
Hearst refuses to admit deHearst, 225,168; Ivlns, 137,049." urer, carried the city overstate
Plummer,
is
boroughs
mayor
by
list and will demand ; a
for
vote
The
republican, by 36,037. His plurality
Jerome will assist In the Investiga- as follows:
In the state elects
Berry by about
tion, and Bird S. Coler, elected presiJJronx,
and
Manhattan
McClellan
100,000. The republlcansarrled the
dent of Brooklyn borough, on the 140,682;
Brooklyn. 68.655; Queens, rest or the
eUte offlcej, ut this la
municipal ownership ticket, also sup- 13.923; nichmond. 6,121; totaty
.years
the first time in twenty-fivports Hearst's contention that he was
.,
that they have lost the state treasurer.
123,-92legally elected.
The stock market
Bronx,
and
Manhattan
Hearst
shows uneasiness, especially those
Brooklyn, 84,603; Queens, 13,677;
BALTIMORE REJECTS
stocks operating under city franchises, Richmond, 2,966; total, 225,166.
as a result of the situation.
Ivlns Manhattan and Bronx, 64,088 ;
PET SCHEME OF BOSS
Brooklyn, 61,015; Queens, 7,365; RichResults Surprise Country.
The election ot William T. Jerome, mond, 4,501; total, 137,049.
the Independent candidate, as district
Jerome's Plurality Over Democrat.
Baltimore. Md., Hot. 8. Additional
attorney In New York, Is a severe
With two election districts to be returns from Maryland counties and
blow to Tammany, which exerted all heard from Jerome has a plurality city precincts that were not counted
forces to beat him. The board of al- over Osborne, democrat,' for district last night, confirm the overwhelming
dermen Is also lost to Tammany, they attorney, of 11,450.
defeat, of the proposed suffrage rehaving 25 members, as against 38 restriction amendment to the constituElection.
Claims
Hearst
publicans and 8 municipal ownership
tion, but leave in doubt the state
following
Hearst has issued the
members. Bird 8. Coler, the municiand only complete returns
l, statement:
pal ownership candidate, and J.
will show whether McCullough, reAll
"We have won this election.
republican and municipal ownerpublican, or Atkinson, democrat, was
ship, respectively, are elected presi Tammany's fraud, all Tammany cor- elected. It will probably be a late
dents of Brooklyn and Queen's bor ruption, all Tammany's intimidation hour tonight before complete returns
false are available. The senate Is certainly
oughs. They also will have a member- ,"d violence, all Tammany's
ship on the city's board of estimate registration. Illegal voting and dis- democratic, but the official count
and apportionment, which controls all honest count have not been able to throughout the state must be comovercome the great poupular majority. pleted before the exact composition
expenditures of money.
recount will show that we have of the bouBe is known.
This is of great Importance, as It The
many thousands
gives the Municipal Ownership league won the election by
battle to
a voice In the city's financial affairs of votes. in I shall fight thispeople
who OHIO IT IS CERTAIN
behalf of the
end,
and also In the matter of granting the
who
me,
votes
and
for
cast
have
their
'
franchises.
THROWS OFF HER BOSS
aiiall not be disfranchised by any ef
In addition to other defeats which fort of criminal bosses."
Tammany suffered, twelve members
Hearst will first demand a recount,
Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 8. Both reare lo6t "in the state assembly, and and if dissatisfied by this, will throw publican
and democratic chairmen
when it meets the republican majority the whole matter in the courts.
claim victory In yestreday's election,
will be three to one..
but neither is quoting figures. From
Jerome For Fair Play.
The democrats elected their candiDistrict Attorney Jerome announced returns received. It appears that Pat
dates for comptroller, president of the
may carry the entire ticket with
board of aldermen, president of Man- today that he will do all he can to tlson
him for the democrats. If he Is elect
hattan borough, president of Bronx se that there Is a fair count of the ed,
while Herrick, republican, may be
borough, sheriff, clerk. !:n! lei'IsUr of j' vote for mayor. lie gave orders to
prove to be the only reNew York county, find nil enrnorers his assistants that the returns from elected and
They also 'the eighteenth and sixtieth assembly publican who pulled throuKh.
in Manhattan at'd Bronx.
Democrats Claim All.
elected one supreme judse. while the districts be guarded carefully. Tarn
many leader Charles F. Murphy, Is
republicans elecied the ol'ner Iwo.
At 9:30 Chairman Curlier returned
In Brooklyn, the supreme court jus leader of the eighteenth, and Con- - to democratic headquarters, and after
reading additional dispatches
from
the county chairman, said:
HAS MARYLAND REPUDIATED THIS BOSS ALSO? "The indications are that Pattlson
is elected by from 40,0iiii to 50,000.
We have carried both houses of
and will have ihe largest
majority there we have ever had."
No figures were given out at repubstill mainlican headquarters, hut it
tained that Herrick is elected.
TAMMANY

New York, Nov. 8.

Rejects

i

4

WRECK
IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Nov. 8. Five persons were killed and several fatally
Injured In a wreck on the Delaware,
&
railroad,
Lackawanna
Western
about ten miles south of here today.

MARIE

FOR

--

-

"

APPOINTMENTS

FATAL RAILWAY

ASSOCIATE

CANDIDATES

-Pennsylvania

Toklo, Nov. 8. A typhoon, which 4
took place yesterday, wrought exten- 4
sive devastation In the province of 4
Oshima and the Islands adjacent there- 4
to. Over 2,000 buildings were de- 4
stroyed and It Is said that a steamer 4
wrecked. No loss of life Is reported. 4

--

THE THREE

Majority-

Fatal

TWO

LOSESJJY FIRE

DOWNFALLTO BOSSISM WITH ITS TWINS CORRUPTION AND GRAFT

reyo-lutlona- ry

TICKET
CARRIED IN SALT LAKE,
Salt Lake, Nov. 8. The American
party, rounded for the express pur- lHise of overturning the Influence of
the Mormon church In municipal at
fairs, gained a complete victory la
yesterday's city election. Ezra Thomp
son was elected mayor by a plurality
of 925 and the entire American ticket
was elected by about the same vote

LARGE NEW MEXICO

ANTI-MORMO-

SUPPLY

Of

SALT

Forty miles
Zunl, In the

,

New Mexico, tl
which is not.

,

i

Interest, but i
considerable e
It Is briefly del
In the year-boof the United States
FINAL FIGURES IN
Geological Survey, which is entitled
MASSACHUSETTS GIVEN
to Economic Geology,
Boston, Nov. 8. Returns today show "Contributions
1904."
the following vote for governor:
The locality Is 80 miles south of GalGuild, republican, 179,512; Bartlett, lup,
on the main line of the Santa Fe
democrat, 174,396. For lieutenant gov railroad,
and about the same distance
182,197;
ernor. Draper, republican,
west of Magdalena, on a branch ot the
Whitney, democrat, 180,201.
same railroad system. This deposit
has been a source of supply for the
TO CHANGE DATE
Indians and 'Mexicans for several centuries, and of late the salt is hauled
OF INAUGURATION to ranches in a wide surrounding disoutput averages
trict. The
Washington, D. C Nov. '8.' The na Only approximately i;ot)0 tons a ysart,
tional committee, appointed for the valued at about 82. 50 a ton, A small
8ENATOR FORAKER, OF OHIO
purpose of considering the advisability colony of Mexicans In the locality coV-lec-t
the salt In a very crude manner.
He was an outspoken friend of the of changing the date of the inaugurCinclnnati boss and leader, George B.'atlons ot the presidents of the United Ordinarily, persons desiring a supply
Cox, and. the results from Ohio show States to some later date than March go to the place and help themselves.
The deposits occur in a lake, which
that the doss and all his political ad- - 4, met here today. The meeting was occupies
a portion of the bottom of a
visers went down In defeat at the polls called to order by District Commls
yesterday. 8enator Foraker is report-- , sloner MacFarland, the charman of deep impression in a plain of cretaed ill. He ha been In poor health for, the committee. Every member of the ceous sandstone. This depression la
the past couple of years.
committee was present, also a large about a 'mile in diameter, and has
number of representatives of the gov- walls of sandstone, In part capped 'by
INDIANAPOLIS ELECTS
ernors of various states, who had lava, averaging about 100 feet In
REPUBLICAN FOR MAYOR. been invited to attend in person or height. The lake Is about 4.000 feet
long, east and west, and about 8,000
Indianapolis, Nov. 8. With com- to send representatives.
There are two propositions before feet wide, and Is apparently shallow.
plete unofficial reports from all but
water contains about 26 per cent
two of the 246 precincts in the city, the committee, and toe principal The
mostly chloride of sodium.
plurality question to be decided is whether to of salt,
A. Bookwalter's
Charles
reg on is arid and the vapo raover Holtxman, democrat, for mayor, make the date April 30, on which The
the crystalllr.atloo of the
date George Washington was inaug- tion causes
Is 1,482.
especially in the shallow waters.
urated, or the last Thursday In April, salt,
A large amount of salt could be
TRENTON'S ASSEMBLY WILL
as provided in a resolution introduced
HAVE THREE DEMOCRATS.
by the late Senator Hoar two years obtained by properly conducted solar
By
evaporation of
lake water.
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 8. The returns ago. The main reason for making the washing the saltthewith a small amount
change
inclemency
of
is
usual
the
republicans
elected
the
indicate that
BILLY STILES IS
the lake water the more soluable
By the weather In Washington In the of
the entire twelve assemblymen.
foreign salts are removed and almost
part
early
There
been
of
has
March.
not
reason
will
of this the democrats
NOW IN CHINA
pure chloride of sodium remains.
have more than three members In scarcely a single lnaugarution .day in
perpast
some
the
prominent
but
that
assembly.
the
v Phoenix, Nov. 8. A recent visitor
sonage has died as a result of ex- SIDE TRIPS CHEAP FOR
MINING CONGRESS DELEGATES.
posure while attending the open air
In this city from Sonora told an
RHODE ISLAND IS STILL
Kl Paso, Texas, Nov. 8. Interestctnrv nnrt one W hlch discred
STAUNCH POLITICALLY. ceremonies at the east front of the
trips at cheap rates, none of
its the various rumors that are afloat
Providence, R. I., Nov. 8. Returns capltol. The death of at least one ing stile
sigher
them
than one tare for the
concerning the action of Uly sti.es,
source,
president
la
to
attributed
this
149
156
out of
from
districts in the
tne famous ouuaw..
Last round trip, have been arranged for the
Harrison.
gov- that of President
give
republican,
Utter,
state
for
redelegates to the American Mining
It was stated that a letter was
ernor, an estimated
of spring, there were two victims,- tho
plurality
Mexican ambassador
reived by a relative or Stiles recently
and Senator congress in this city November 14 to
5,000.
aliout
far
that Indicates that he Is in the
Bates of Tennessee. Public sentiment 18. Excursions will be run to Mexico
The letter
in fart.
nst in Chi-igenerally favors a later date and the City, into the quick silver and sulphur
CHICAGO ELECTS EVERY
was duly delivered and just how the
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE. committee feels that favorable action fields of West Texas, the copper llelda
not
Chicago, Nov. 8. The republicans will be taken by congrtss this winter of Arizona and Chihuahua and the silofficers of lie law pot onto it is
ver minus of the latter state and the
swept Chicago yesterday, electing ev- If tho matter Is properly pushed.
Stated but it is known that the letter
gold mining districts of Sonora.
ery candidate on the ticket. Judges
came to a Chinaman In this country
Cheap rates have been given, some
of the supreme and circuit courts were VIRGINIA METHODISTS
addressed in the Chinese language.
IN CONFERENCE ASSEMBLE. of them much less than one fare for
Inside t lii was a letter to Stiles'
tlle only canillat,'H
Danville, Va., Nov. 8. The Virginia the round trip.
relative addressed in his own
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
SAN FRANCISCO KEEPS
The oilier letter merely reHER MAYOR THIRD TERM. Church, South, opened Its session here REUNION OF GEORGIA
quested the Chinaman to post It which
today, and will continue for about ten
S;in Francisco, Nov. 8. The followCONFEDERATES.
be did.
ing is the complete vote for mayor: (lays. The attendance Is verv large
Macon, fla., Nov. 8. The annual
Sev- state reunion of the Georgia slate
VALUABLE MANUSCRIPT
union labor, 40,191; Part- ami thoroughly representative.
eral hundred clerical and lay delegates Confederate
FOUND AFTER 300 YEARS.
ridge, fusion. 2X,fi87.
association,
Veterans'
8
more
are
present,
After
and Bishop Charles U. opened here this morning. Tho atSt. Paul, Minn., Nov.
WASHINGTON
Ciilloway,
of
the
who is considered one ofxfbe
TAKES KEEN
tUiin three centuries, a record
Is uuusually largo and evINTEREST IN ELECTION. best pulpit orators in the country. Is tendance
lie Soto expedition has been found on
ery camp in the stale is represented.
1).
huge
Washington,
X.
a
presiding.
Keen
One of the matters that will
C. Nov.
the shore of Lake Itaska. under
local camps anil the citizens In
'
Boss Ticket Gets Nothing.
m
interest in the result of yesterday's come up before the conference will be The
,
Isiulder, where it has lain ever sjnee
general
made elalsirate prepara- I
writt
ad-X.
A
record,
In
the election of lay delegates to the tious forhave
liolh lection whs manifested today
Columbus, Ohio, Nov.
;H.f. final (
I
it was placed there. The
reception
entertain
the
was
gen-antelope,
Ion
i'l lie dem- mln'st rat
and political circles
' General Assembly, which will meet ment of tho veterans andand
houses of the legislature
ten on the sking of an
are showing
liverally.
a
In
Surprise
was crca'cd by the
farmer
Birmingham, Ala., next May. The jthem
ocratic, tli'' last hope of trie repubfound by Chester Cray,
consideration.
the most caivfiii
ing on the shore of Lake Itaska, which
licans vanishing with the report that tremendous revulsion of political sen-- ; I cal Metbodisis have made extensive 'Besides the lurge number of veterans
river.
Hamilton county is solidly democratic. timent in Pennsylvania and Ohio, and preparations for the entertainment of hundreds of sons of confederate vetlathe source of the Mississippi SmithThe following statement w ;us given to the closeness of the vote for mayor! the visitors.
He has sent the record to the
erans and many members of confederWashington.
in
the Associated Press ju.-i- t before noon:
sonian Institution,
from all
al e h omen's organizations
Is
legible,
barely
(
The record, which is
"Chairman Harvey earlier, at 11:30,
.
to
parts
here,
are
attend
of
the
slate
by
'
signed
1547,
it,
t back
and
that
claims, and has rim
dated August 9,
imh
AhWitH-- '
the reunion. Today is principally dePattison has carried the state by not
Ferdinand Yillena and Sancho Cueva.
DAVIS
voted to the transaction of business
less than 3i'..oim), and th democrat ic
of the De Soto exploring party.
unit to a reception given to the visistate ticket is also ejected by a Bate
The document states that the writers
tors by the local camps. Tomorrow
plurality. He says that the demohad named the lake, whence arises the
big parado will take place, in
LAID
IN
the
been
great river in which He Soto had
crats have a lante majority in both
which
Governor Terrell and his staff.
branches of the legislature."
buried six years before, "Lake le
Sons of Confederate
Veterans will
Hoto."
.
The Vlr - which the city purchased for 7,:wJ Sons of Veterans will march in paralRichmond. Va.. Nov. 8.
uown
cox
ana
uui.
, ginia State Division, United Daughters
from the Richardson estate and set lel columns.
LORD ROTHSCHILD HAS
'tit
.Another interesting feature will be
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 8 George B. of the Confederacy, opened its annual aside for the monument. The laying
REACHED SIXYY-FIVE- .
Cox, the well known republican leader session here today with a large attend- - of the corners tone will be under the the unveiling of the monument erected
Iiondon, Nov. 8. Lord Rothschild,
last night gave the Associated Press ance from all narts of the state. The auspices of the Jefferson Davis Monu- to the memory of the Women of the
the bead of the Ixmdon branch of the
the following statement withdrawing convention ha attracted an unusually ment Fund, of which Mrs. S. Thomas Confederacy. The Hon. Emory Speer
Rothschild banking establishment, celbirthday today.
from active service in the republican large number of visitors from this and McCulloch Is president, Mrs. E. G. will deliver the principal oration. An
ebrated his sixty-fiftparty:
adjoining states owing to the fax-- that Weed, vice president, and Mrs. K. 1. elaborate program has been prepared
He received many letters and tele'Now that the election Is over and one of the principal features was to Taylor, treasurer. The monument will for the unveiiing ceremony and it
grams from all parts of the world,
the peoi'lo have signified their pre be the laying of the cornestoue of the be unveiled on June 3, 110)7, when the Is expected that it w ill attract thous
congratulating him. Ixird Rothschild
ference for city, county and Btate of- Jefferson Davis monument In this reunion of the I'nlted Confederate ands of visitors from all parts of the
was born In Piccadilly, London, on
ficials, and I sincerely trust they have city on the first day of the conven- Veterans will be helj here. The mon- state.
November 8. 1840. He is a son of
selocted wisely, I wish to announce tion. The erection of the monumeut ument will be made of granite, with
Itaron Lionel Nathan de Rothschild,
to the public that from this day. after has been made possible by the un ornamentations of bronze. It will con- RESUMING INVESTIGATION
and a grandson of Nathan Meyer de
OF MUTUAL LIFE.
25 years of active service In the ranks tiring efforts of the Daughters of the sist of a colonnade of thirteen Doric
Rothschild, the Frankfort banker. He
of the republican party, my personal Confederacy, who have for years col- columns, one fur each of the secession
New York, Nov. 8. The Investigawas educated at Trinity College, Caminclosing a seat, a granite tion uf the methods und affairs of the
artlvlty in politics shall cease. I lecteil funds for that purpose, until r ut
bridge, and was a member of parliafeet high, and a Mutual Ufe Insurance company, which
will continue to vote the republican they have accumulated enough to pay shaft, fifty-eigment from Aylesbury from 1SC5 to
SENATOR
GORMAN.
ARTHUR PUE
ticket, but others must bear the bur - for the cost of tho memorial. The statue of Jefferson Davis tin a twelve was temporarily adjourned on Novem1S5'.
s
To the lo - ceremouy will take place this after- - foot pedestal. The figure will be uiod- - ber 26, was resumed today. A large
o fr-n- r
New York Money Market.
the returns are vague as to the succei ful candidates, they point to the fact cal repub.lcan organization and the noon.
e'led by Edward V. Valentine, and number of witnesses has been
Money
on call, that the voters have repudiated "Boss" Gorman as to his disfranchise amendNew York, Nov. e.
many friends that have stood with us1 The monument will be erected upon! the rest of the monument will be
anil the Investigation will be
9
per
cent.
btrong uod hlijher,
ment to ttie constitution.
well under way tomorrow.
the past I tender most grateful a bile at Cedar and Prauklln streets, ecuted by Noland & Baskerville.
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Gold avenue and Lead
avenue;
Ixit 10, block 15, Hunlng Highland
addition, .1. H. Heald.
Lots 11 and 12, block 15, Hunlng
Highland addition, O. A. Fearce.
Lots 7 and 8. block 15. Hunlng Highland addition. Mrs. A. J. Maloy.
I.ot 7, blork Ifi, Iluning Highland
addition. Dr. A. Fcarce.
Lot 8. (north 10 feet), block lfi.
O. A.
Hunlng Highland .addition,
l'oarce.
Section 1. That the above described
sidewalk be and hereby Is ordered to
be built of cement, of six feet In
width, and in accordance with the
grade to be furnished by the city engineer, to be begun and completed
within twenty days after legal publication hereof, and service of a copy
hereof on the owners of the property
abutting thereon.
Sec. 2. That the city marshal be
nnd hereby Is ordered to notify the
owners of the said abutting property,
of the city
or if they be
of Albuquerque, the agent or person
In charge of said property, by delivering a copy of this ordinance to him or
such agent in charge, then by posting
a copy thereof In a conspicuous place
on said property within ten days from
the publication hereof and make due
return thereof to the city clerk, with
the manner of service thereon endorsed on a copy hereof. And that
the said owners thereof shall be thereby notified and ordered to build said
sidewalks the full length of their respective abutting property of the ma
terlals and dimensions and wltnin the
time above specified, and if he shall
fail thereof, the city will, by authority
in it vested by legislative act of the
territory of New Mexico, entitled "An
Act to Authorize the Building and Repair of Sidewalks in Cities, Towns and
Villages," proceed to build said sidewalk, and tax the cost of construction
thereof against the property adjoining
thereto and the owners of the same.
Sec. 3. All ordinances and parts of
ordinances in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
Duly passed this 6th day of November, 1905.
FRANK McfTEE,
Approved:
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odors therefrom, nor shall any person)
move the carcass of any dead animal
except it be covered from view during
removal.
Sec, 9. It shall be unlawful for any
person or persons to throw or deposit
upon any street, alley or private premises within the city, any paper, straw,
dishes,
old clothing, shoes, bottles,
glass ware, or other litter, nor to
sweep the Banie upon any street or
alley or other place. Nor shall anyone engaged in hauling garbage or
rubbish of decaying matter of any
kind, be permitted to or cause any
of the said matter to fall and remain
in the streets.
Sec. 10. The City Scavenger shall
provide suitable wagons, tool, aim
other appliances necessary for the
performance of his duties as herein'
prescribed. And no person, not regit-larlv appointed lor the purpose, shall!

Albuquerque Evening Citizen
I

i

bago, liquid refuse, manure, or any
other refuse; Provided, that this
does not apply to persons hauling their own garbage wlih their own
teams.
See. 11. The City Scavenger may
contract fnr the removal of garbage,
manure and other substances from private premises to the city dumping
ground; but in the absence of a contract, the City Scavenger shall not be
permitted to charge in excess of
twenty-fivcents for the removal of
a barrel, garbage or ash can, nor more
than one dollar per wagon load for
the removal and destruction of any
substance whatever. For the removal
and destruction of dead animals the
Scavenger may charge not to exceed
five dollars for a horse, cow, mule
or burro, and not to exceed fifty cents
for the removal and destruction of
smaller animals. And in removing the
contents of cess pools and privy vaults
no scavenger shall charge to exceed
two dollars per barrel or to exceed
ten dollars per load.
Sec. 12. Any person, firm or corporation who violates or falls to comply with any of the provisions of this
ordinance shall be deemed guilty of a
on
conviction
misdemeanor, and,
thereof, shall be fined not less than
ten dollars nor more than fifty
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

con-dilio-

TECHNICAL

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

POSITIONS OPEN

Vl nerd at rrrt competent Arrhitwts, C'heml.fa,
Draughtsmen, Stjptnntendents, Civil, Klertnotl, Me-

"t1

on

chanical, Marine and MimliK Knfineera to nil positiona
Also many Kiecntive, Clerpayiniriioo-rsavfar- .
ical and Salesman p.sitiona and rood opportunities for
men having money to invest with their services. Over
tamo employers rrly on ua for all their hiarh trrada
tlilrh grade excluaively.
men.
Ofnres in tl cities,
Write its to dv ard slate position desired.

f't44ftf

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
4- - !-IS
t
RE
AND WAREHOUSE!
SALARIES
pally by Carrier, 60c per month
high
(10.00
aa
as
and
CEIPTS, as low
WITH AMPLE MEANS
as 1200.00. Loans are quickly made
Turn vantmo Cmtiic will ba aVIhraraa' In th
private:
One
strictly
Time:
and
AND
UNSURPASSED
(Ino.),
Brain
Brokers
HAPCOODS
FACILITIES.
ttf at taa law rata of SO canU par week, or for (C
917 Chemical Building, St. Louis
month to one year given. Goods repaaaa par aaanta. whan paid monthly.
your
possession.
Our
In
rates
main
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
WANTED
ana see as
are reasonable,
WANTED A dining room girl at the
borrowing.
Jlrirtlsl. Ritas Hide Knwi on AppllcatlOL
Colunillua hotel.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION AND
arm aonfar a fa tot by notifying ua
WANTED Clean rags. inquire a Steamship tickets to and from all
euLiuiTS NEW ACCOUNTS.
parte
or
any
tne woria.
of tha pa par.
tatatr aa
The Citizen office.
CAPITAL, IIBO.000.00
Bldg.
4,
S
Grant
and
Rooms
WANTED Three painters, highest
Ave.
I aaal ramtrtanraa ahonld ba addraaaad Ui
Railroad
315 West
wages. C. A. Hudson.
Van Orraax PvaLaauato Company. Draft,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
t
WANTED Hoarders in private lam
aaaka, yaaauffica and aaaraaa aaanar erdara
Open Evening
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
avenue.
Uy,
Coal
310
West
at
paorabla ta tha order af th
W S. STRICKLER, V. P, and Caehier; W. J. Johnson, Assist. Cashier:
WANTED Cook at Indian School
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
wm. Mcintosh
solomon luna
GtroRfSF Aown-- r
mess. Applv to Superintendent.
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
O. E. CROMWELL
3
dent7?tT
cottage
of
Unfurnished
WANTED
or 4 rooms. Reasonable. T. W. S.,
MtomaHe 183.
Bell 15.
DENTIST8.
Citizen.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
WANTED flam sewing; ohlldrens'
ORDINANCE NO. 330.
Surgeon.
Dental
619
West
clothing a specialty. No.
Office closed until November 15.
Railroad avenue.
An ordinance granting to E. M. Farsteady
a
by
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. (V.
Situation
WANTED
a
assigns,
rell, his successors and
US
No.
Kail road avenue Offloe hour
Ad
helper
kitchen.
in
young
man
as
privilege to cumber the houses of
:V0 a. m. to VIM p. m.J 1:30 p. m. to I
dress, E. W., Citizen.
the City of Albuquerque, New
Telephone MS. Appointments mad
m.
WANTED Girl for cooking. Inquire y mall.
of Mrs. B. S. Rodey, 802 Kent aveALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Mayor.
LAWYERS.
nue, corner of Eighth street.
Je It ordained by the City CouncilMex-of Attest:HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
Duly passed this 6th day of Novemthe City of Albuquerque, New
WANTED Ladies to bring their hair
ber, 1905.
8. Rodey.
ico:
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All- ATTORN Bernard
FRANK McKEE,
Approved:
Albuquerque,
326.
NO.
ORDINANCE
Officer! and Director.
113 Iron ave- N. M.
Section 1. The right to number all
order.
to
kinds
Mayor.
done
given to all
Prompt
attention
Attest:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
the liouses of the City of Albuquerque, An Ordinance creating the office of
nue
buklnesa pertaining to the profession.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
M. W. FLOURNOT
Vice President
fronting on the public streets, avenues
Will practice 4a ail courts of the terri
Gentlemen s second-hanCity Scavenger:
WANTED
FRANK
McKEE
Bt&tes
Cashier
land
and before the United
and thoroughfares within the City of
clothing. No. 515 South First street, tory
.'
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
Albuquerque, shall be and is hereby Be It ordained by the City Council of INSURANCE ON EL
viaduct. Send address and onto.
of
south
RAYNOLDS
H.
F.
Director
Mexgranted to E. M. Farrell, his successIra M. Bond.
the City of Albuquerque, New
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor,
PASO OPERA HOUSE
ATTORNEY-AT-LA82
street, N.
ors and assigns, for the period of five ico:
in general mer- W., W aahlnrton, u. o. Ve P
Position
WANTED
elonaj, lands,
years, from and after the approval
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.
Section 1. The Mayor, by and with
man;
H'&i3
chandise store, by married
patents, copyrights, c&vlats, letter patthereof, for the purpose of numbering the advice r.nd consent of the City IT IS $28,000 'AND CARRIED
BY
experience as ents, trade marks, claims.
years'
seven
has
had
and maintaining numbers upon all the Council, shall appoint a City ScavenIN THAT
THREE COMPANIES
Authorized Capital
$500,000.90
clerk and buyer In hardware;
R. W. D. Bryan.
houses in the City of Albuquerque, and ger, who shall hold of fic ! until the
CITY.
Capital,
Up
Surplus
Paid
give
reference.
and
can
Profits
sober;
$250,000.00
steady,
Albuquerque,
ATTORNEY
upon any houses that may hereafter expiration of the present administraAddress M. E. Thayer, 623 E. 10th N. M. Office, First isatlonal Bank build
be erected.
The Myar opera house property was
tion, and in the future he shall hold
Inf.
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
street. Pueblo, Colo.
ago,
weeks
Sec. 2. And the privileges granted office the same as other City officers; reinsured loss than two
E. W. Dobson.
MALE HELP WANTED.
tieieln are upon the express condi- Provided, however, that the City Coun savs the El Paso Herald. The total
ATTORNEY-AT-LACrom
Men to learn barber trado, well block, Albu lertjue. NOffice
tion that the work of numbering the fit mv nt nv timo remove said CItv amount Is $28,imio, and distributed WANTED
M
houses shall begin within thirty days Scavenger for failure to comply with among three agencies of this city.
JMoler's System College, Loa An
John H. Stlngie.
'
from the passage of this ordinance, tho ritv nrdinancea
geles.
Loom Is Bros, two weeks ago con
ATTORNEY-AT-LASuite 1. N. T
the
and continue until the houses in the
sul 'l All Kcavenirer work shall be tracted for $19,500 Insurance on
RENT
FOR
(Armljo building. Albuquerque. N. M
city are numbered, and provided also, subject to the direction and control building, and of tills amount sub-le- t
boardTTU)
with
ARCHITECTS.
that the numbering of all houses shall of the Board of Health. It shall be to H. R. Wood 18.500. It was reported FO'RfeNTRooms
South Third street.
be done as prescribed in Chapter tho nnrtiptilnr .ttitv of the Hoard of that when the property was reinsured
rooms,
wltn
RENT
Spencer
cut,
F.
Pleasant
but this FOR
and V. O. Walling
XI. II, Compiled Ordinances of the Health .to enforce the provisions of, the insurance rate was
W.
home cooking, at the Casa deoro ford, rooms
Barnntt building
City of Albuquerque of 1905.
tVila nhontor In rftrenrQ to p:irhaue rumor was denied at the office of
. Sec. 3.
It is understood that the and scavenger work.
LoomlB Bros. It was stated that the "OH RENT Furnished rooms. 415 Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phone.
OF ALBUQUERQUE
granting of this franchise shall in no
North Fourth street, Henry Wes
Sec. 3. Tne Board of Health shall tariff rate of $3.75 was charged. Mr.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
way conflict with the rights of prop- designate, and the Mayor shall then Wood also stated that the tariff rate
terfelt.
erty owners, who may think proper, buy, gome suitable place for a city was charged by him when he took 'OR RENT Large, furnished room
D. F. MACROLLING.
to number their own houses, so long dumping ground, at which place all
part of the insurance from Loomls
surveying and
Civil engineering,
with board. 600 North Second
CAPITAL) .....v
aa they do not conflict with the plans oarltaoo nihhtu'h
drafting. 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
tnnniirA. rtpad BfOaa
,160,000.0O
street.
$8,500,
and regulation laid down In ordinances animals' and other offensive and un-- i
Tne balance of the insurance.
DEPOSITS
Neatly furnished rooms; matic 'phone 740.
1260,000.00
RENT
FOR
Dockery
now In force in the City of Albuquer- wholesome matter shall be taken and is with the agency of T. B.
gentlemen preferred. No. 519 west
&
BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
que.
deposited; and it shall be the duty of & Co.
Railroad avenue,
Sec. 4. The said E. M. Farrell, his the City Scavenger, at least once each
We bare 'oad a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
RENT- - Furnished rooms for
FOR
A. L. Morgan.
GALORE
successors and assigns, shall furnish week, and as much oftener as may be INDICTMENTS
of our bask. If you are not one of our customers, we should Ilk
housekeeping, Large and airy. Cor- - THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AT ROSWELL.
to the City of Albuquerque, free of necessary, to cause to be burned or
an opportunity to show you our superior faculties.
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
ner of Sixth street and Railroad furnished;
charge, good and substantial
The federal grand jury which held
street destroyed all garbage and rubbish deJob work sollcted. Automatic
o
avenue.
made
has
Roswell
signs, to, be put up and maintained posited there.
recently
at
sessions
'phone 724; shop 911 North Second street.
O. N. MARRON. President.
D. A. McPHERSON, Vie President.
brick rest- Albuquerque, rt. M.
0
upon at least one corner of each crossSeven Indictments for FOR RENT A
And no person shall deposit, or Hh report.
ing of all streets and avenues, said cause
dence of nine rooms, furnished. See
been returned by
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier. ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
PHYSICIANS.
be deposited, any garbage, land frauds haveOnly
2
A. Fleischer, the Second street real
signs to be placed as the Street Com- rubbish,to manure,
six of the indead animais oi the inquisitors.
estate agent.
mittee may direct.
or unwholesome mat- dictments have been made public, as
offensive
other
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Sec. 5. .This ordinance shall take ter at any place other than that des- the men named In the seventh have FOR RENT
in Park Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Apartment
effect and be In force from and after ignated as the city dumping ground. not yet been arrested.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
Koom 25, waiting building, over
Talimadge
1U passage, approval and publication,
H.
throughout.
Those Indicted are: B. H.
modern equipment
Sec. 4. There shall be, and there
drug store. Automatic
Vann's
charged
grantee
and the
shall pay the cost of are hereby established within the lim- Indicted on several counts
H. Tilton, room 19, Oract block.
410.
telephone,
0
governsaid publication.
Albuquerque, two with conspiring to defraud the
its of the City
FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats
CTHrCenner, M. O., D. O.
&
Co.
The
Plumbing
Heating
pos.Duly passed this 6th day of Novem- garbage districts, of to be
obtaining
by
3.
unlawfully
ment
Also
housekeeping.
rooms
for
and
known and
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
ber, 1905.
room flat with piano. Apply Mrs President New Mexico Board
designated as Garbage District No. 1 session of public lands; C. C. Young,
0
of Osteo- 0
Approved:
FRANK McKEE,
McGrew
Haynes.
F.
and
John
I. H. COX, Manager.
Walter
viaduct,
of
end
K.
E.
east
Norrls.
Garbage
2.
No.
District
and
successfully
pathy.
All
diseases
Mayor.
Attest:
Fittings,
Pipe
Pipe,
Valves,
Iron
cor. Iron ave.- and John st.
Fittings
Iron
Steam
Garbage District No. 1 shall com- James W. Overstreet, indicted on the
Brass
and
and
Offlice
Barnett building
treated.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
prise all that portion of Albuquerque same charge as Talimadge.
FOR RENT One sunny, beautifully Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele 0 Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fix- 0
not
arraigned
pleaded,
all
When
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
ex
avenue,
room,
which
southern
of
with
lies north
Railroad
furnished
ORDINANCE NO. 331.
Sundays by appointment
posure and large alcove; also gas phone.
and Garbage District No. 2 shall com- guilty and were bound over to the
Colo. 'Phone, 234. 0
412 W. Railroad Ave.
0 Auto. 'Phone, 671.
FALL TERM.
Notice Ordinance to build of cement prise all that portion of Albuquerque next term of court for trial.
electric light and bath; In private
bond was placed at $5,000;
315 West Lead avenue
No.
the sidewalks on the east side of which lies south of Railroad avenue.
home.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Sec. 5. Within the garbage districts Young's at $3,0(i0 and the other men's
South Fourth street from Railroad
FOR SALE
Monday, September 4, 1905.
avenue to Gold avenue, on the South described in this Ordinance there at $ l.oiH) each.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanThe old Indictment against Tall FOR SALE One of the best, small
side of Railroad avenue between Fifth suall be provided and kept by the
Eng
navinc businesses in the city. Ad ship, Shorthand, Typewriting.
and Sixth streets, on the west side of owner,' agent or occupant of any and madge and T. M. Rabb was nolletl.
0 "OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 187$
Draw
Mechanical
Spanish
and
office.
B,
lish.
this
dress
C,
every
building,
mea suitable covered
South Third street from Silver avenue
CLEANED
ing.
HOUSE
room
RENT
Seven
OR
FOR
SALE
In
leakage,
to Atlantic avenue, on the south side tallic vessel, free from
5
L- Bm
DAY AND EVENING 8ESSION.
house in the Highlands. Inquire of
of Tijeras avenue between First and w hlch shall be placed all garbage and Out With the Old Food and in With
or
address
particulars
call
For
124
Alger.
Walter
South
W.
liquid
N.'
Second streets, on the south side of
refuse that accumulates in said
the New.
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
street.
Tijeras avenue between Sixth and building or on the premises.
R. O. STOLL. Secretary.
8eventh streets, and on the East side
Said receptacle shall be emptied not
They have sensible women in El h'Oii sai.K Horse. Ihil'ev and har
Library building, East Railroad ave
of South Arno Btreet. between Gold less than once during each week, in Reno, Okla. One says:
ness, cheap, and must be sold at nue.
avenue and Lead avenue.
spring, summer and fall, but not less
"For twenty years I was accustomed once. Inquire at Blue Goose saloon
Grain
lie it ordained by the City Council than once in two weeks In winter, to eat freely of Krk, hot biscuits
ASSAYERS.
212 North Third street.
t the City of Albuquerque, New Mex- and in each case oftener if so desired shortened with lard, anil a rich diet FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
CORBET & COLLINS,
ico: The building of cement side- by the Board of Health.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
of every kind, washed down with plen
piano, in fine condition and almost
Engineers. United
walks, ten feet in width on the east
In the Southwest.
Sec. 6. It shall be unlawful for any t i f nl strong coffee.
For particu Civil and Minlna Mineral
new, at a bargain.
Surveyors.
States Deputy
side of South Fourth street from Rail person within the garbage districts de"In time my appetite became fickle
lars, call at this offloe.
ASSAYERS.
8
road avenue to Gold avenue, and six scribed in Section 3 to deposit ashes and my digestion was almost comLOST Gun metal chatelaine bag. Re East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M
AND
feet in width on the south tilde of and rubbish in the same vessel or re pletely destroyed.
turn to Citizen office and receive
Kail road avenue between Fifth and ceptacle with garbage or liquid sub
"My complexion grew to be abso
v
ESTATE.
REAL
reward.
Sixth streets, on the west side of stances, not shall any person or per- - lutely repulsive thick, muddy and
ALBUQUEKUE, N. M. Q
Soulh Third street from Silver avenu sons deposit garbage, slops, swill or blotched and I was so nervous and
MERCHANT TAILORING
to Atlantic avenue, on the south side offal of any kind in any yard, whether cross that I cannot now understand
or Tij eras avenue between First and occupied by the person so depositing how my friends endured my cranki
e
H. B. GILCHRIST,
V
Second streets, on the south side of such garbage or otherwise, and for ness; my memory failed, nothing went UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Real Estate and Insurance.
Tijeras avenue between Sixth and the purpose of safely removing or dis- - right with me and life became almost
BAM
RAILROAD
Money to Loan.
AVENUE, O.
4
g
Seventh streets, and on the east side
of Mich garbage and liquid re unendtirably
215 West Railroad Avenue.
burdensome.
Medicine
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
of South Arno street between Gold1 lust, so as not to create n nuisance. did me absolutely no good whatsoever,
avenue and Lead avenue, is nircv i.r endanm r the public health, all per- i eniitireii mis condition tor seven
.My merchant ti.lorlng Ehop 18 up- t
sary, the property abutting on baid sons residing within the garbage dis- years.
over No. 209 West Railroad
stairs
sidewalks, and tiiu owners then of,
tricts described in Section 3 of this
"In January (Hint) n friend told ino
N. PEACH & CO.
where I solicit the patronage of
Take a stranger he conies to town he finds It a
chapter shall place the metallic ves- that for several years prior to 1:mi. the public.
as follows:
All work guaranteed first
dark, uninviting place. It dou't make a very good
On the eiiht side of South Fourih sel containing such garbage or refuse she hail suncrcd much as I appeared class, as I have had
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
fifteen years' ex
street from Railroad avenue to Gold liimu d:atey inside of the gate or to lie suffering, and that the cause of perience in the business.
impression; he is not going to talk about your city
mad
Suits
fence, er other convenient place. it was Improper food. That when she to
avenue.
Automatic 'phone. 535. Office, 208H
not good talk. Say your ity w as the bo?t lighted
an
pressed
Clothes
order.
cleaned,
West Gold Avenue.
Lot 12, block 17. original town bite, wneie it can be reached l,v t;.e fl rivers readied this conclusion she began tho repaired. The specific I use will not
In the country, wouldn't every one talk? They
city
of scavenger tart., viih the
Andrew W. Cleland.
Grape-Nutsystematic use. of
i(si
food, Injure the cloth.
Ladles' garment
would,
of course. One of the good things about
delay.
On the south side of Railroad avewith a general course of diet and
&
also cleaned and walking skirts mad
Sec. 7. It shall be unlawful to throw
nue, between Fifth and Sixth streets:
such as is recommended In the to order. Give me a trial.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
7, block la, original town site, or cause to be thrown or .leposited little book, 'The Road to Wellville.'
O. BAMBINI
LOANS
any ashes Uivn any si reel or private and was thereby com'pletelv restored
Rosen wald Bros.
Automatic phone 451.
I.oi 8, block l'J. original town site, premises, except the same be con-- j to health in a very short time.
The grea'tst of all newspapers
Room 10. N. T. Armio Building.
fined in a safe and suitabh ash can,
E. Ma ha ram.
"Knowing that the word of mv the Il.tilv
of St. Louis
Lot H. block 1!, original town site, said ash can to be so placed as to bt menu eoiiui lie implicitly relied upon it has no equal or rivnl in all the wes
and window outlining Is that it helps jour city,
Do you
eusily accessible to the scavenger, and I determined to follow her example.
Unknown.
J.
ami ought to be in the hands of ever
while It is helping your business direct. Why not
Li t l'i, block l:t, original towu site, shall cause the contents of such ash slopped tne use of all medicines at reader of any daily paper, it costs,
want to talk
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
help to make our city The Best Lighted City In the
can to be removed as often as ncccs- - once, made Giaps Nuts food tb. prin-- . by mail, postage prepaid, dally, inF. li. Kent.
PUBLIC.
this over?
country?
f.--t
It's a business investment, pure and simhide of South Third sary. And no person shall permit any ipal article of my diet, and prac- cluding Sunday,
Ou the
lie year, Iti.un;
Room 5. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
btri't-tfrom Silvir avenue to Atlantic ahes to remain on Ills or her premi- ticed the course of living enjoined In months, 3.0ii; 3 months, $l.Fi"; daily
ple a good one and a safe one. A good investment
Automatic Telephone, 174.
ses or on any street or alby contig- the ltoa.l lo Wellville' -- and all toMny without Sunday, one year, JI.O'i; 6
avenue:
for you, for your cnighbor. Your neighbor can't
great joy and Uidily comfort as wit- nioirhs J2.0U; 3 months, Jl.dti; SunLet us
Lot 1, block 31, original towu bite, uous thereto, except the same be
WILLING HELPERS
u start.
He will want lights
hold off long if
ness:
in on ash can.
Mrs. A. J. Maloy.
find
day eli'ion a big newspaper
give
"My mind became clear and active, magazine combined, 4S to 7il pages
that helps our city.
See. 8. It shall be unlawful for any
Lot 1, block 31. original town bile,
proof
person to move garbage or liquid re- and my memory fully restortd.
(
every Sunday, one year, $2.00; six
11 1
r
Trustees M. E Church.
"My digest ion has been completely inon'hs. $1.00. A subscription to the
What's the use of a helper If
Lot 13, (From .lay A. Hubbs' south), fuse nislit soil, ashes anil other refuse
Gas,
of these
Willingness Is I
he Isn't willingT
and of fal in a place designated as the renewed,
am no longer haunt (ilol.e
at these prices, is the
Ada E. Shupe.
statements.
an ample mantle which will alLot 13, block I. Atlantic k Pacilic city dumping ground, or to use a cart, ed nightly l,v hideous ilreanis.
best possible newspaper Investment.
"My appetite lias ceased to be fickle Xetul your order today or write for
most cover all the sins of eery- - e"
addition, Sophie Midler.
vehicle or vessel fur carrying any
Ice. But a classified advertise- Lot 13, block L, Atlantic & Pacific nuu.- - sous or offensive substances and capricious, one moment 'nil gone' live sample ropy to (ilolie 1'rlnting
ment la The Evening Citizen Is a
addition, (north o) feel), Pulicarplu which shall not be strong, tight and and the next voracious and tn satia- Companv. St. Ixiils, Mo. Sen adverwilling helper that Is not only
Issue
Arinijo.
cowri'd. so as lo be Inoffensive, ami ble, but now it is healthy and normal tisement of ttie "Twice
absoultely competent, but also Is V
of the
elsewhere in
Ixt 13, block L, Atlantic & Pacific of which the shies shall .lie made so once mole.
WE FILL
15.
a willing worker. It works all
"My neivis are steady and strong.
liinh above the load, or contents, that
addition, (south tiny feet i. N. Met it.
ibis paper.
the time for you. It Is the best
"I really believe I am as amiable as
On the south side of Tijera avenue, no part of such contents shall fall,
RIGHT
PRESCRIPTIONS
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
Every woman wants a fine evening
and most economical publicity In "
louk or spill theteliom.
between First and Second streets:
Nor shall any any woman ought to be on this earth.
the world.
coat, but the price has elways been
Block "A," A. & P. addition, lthinoh-ar- person or poisons move the content.s I'm glad I'm living.
"My complexion has cleared up and too high f r the greater majority. Not
of any privy, ault, cess hhiI. or to
Meat and Supply company.
At Consistent Prices
203 W. Railroad Avt.
was a so now, for If you will attend the sale
On tne boti'h side of Tijeras aveifue, tran.-jiothe same through any of the Is like it used to be win n
One or the nicest places In the city
streets of Albiiiiieriue, except by girl." Name given by I'ostum Co.. of fine cats at the Golden Rule Dry
between Sixth and Seventh streets:
Goods company, you will find thera is the pool hall, No. 115 West Railairtight vessel or in such Untile Creek, Mich.
Iits 1. 2, 3. 4, and &, Fritz Greening means ofasan shall
prevent entirely the
The little book, "The Road to Well- pi Iced w .thln the reach of all. See road avenue. Call and enjoy
addition, C. M. Capilupi.
manlier
window display.
On the east side of South Arno escape of any noxious or offensive ville," in pkgs.
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Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

I

AA,littt)UEIlQUE ETlfcNING CITIZEN.

1905.

B,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

This has been done for
cbants.
years. It is cheaper. The Santa Fe
has no friends here.
In a few davs a new newspaper will
be established In thl city. It will be
baptized El Eco Del Valle, and will be
under the management of Marcellne
Lerma. an expert typesetter.
Francisco Jaramlllo, county commis- sinner from Rodey, is In the city on
business.

LAS CRUCES AND

THE MESILLA VALLEY
ElephantButteProjectAssured
and the People Are
Jubilant.

SCHOOL ENDORSES ROOSEVELt'S
FOOTBALL

INTERESTING

SOME

EFFORTS

NEWS

LOCAL

iios
j
V

ssmmu

v

Sitters

No matter
how long you
have suffered
from
Poor Appetite.
Indigestion,
Dvioeosia.
Heartburn,
Weak Kidneys
Coativenets,
or Malaria,

the

Dame Fortune Knocks at
Your Door and Shouts

Worm Easterh Addition
T9

irir f

Jni'r

ji.

Hitters)

lis

help you
Try It today.
will

shall
To whomsoever these presents
come, Greeting:
Resolved. That we. the slii.lenH of
St .John's School at Matlius, tirap the
Mme oi foot ball after plajtng nit the
season, except among ourselves on OJr
o n gi nunds;
Mrs. H. U. Mudge, wife of Second
That foot ball as It Is jiow p'.aye 1 is
more for college than for preparatory Vice President Mudge of the Rock
Island, and who is well known in this
school ;
professionalism
and fake city. Is visiting Mrs. J. E. Piper of El
That

Special Cuirespondence.

RAILROAD

NOTES

7. Las
N. M.. Nov.
I he
Cruces and vicinity iH jubilant.
progressive tiller of the soil along the
uinMinir nooks of the Rio Grande Is
enthusiastic over the great victory
we have had. One hundred and twenty thousands acres of land were subscribed to the Elephant liutte dam pro- scholarships are largely responsible Paso.
ject at t p. m. yesterday. It was a for the unnecessary roughness, slug
meat strutele. but process ruled. ging and demoralizing influences of an
O. H. John, formerly station agent
Many times
the outcome looked otherwise noble game;
for the Santa Fe at Waldo, has ar
has
slow.
Success
was
it
as
cloomv
That we endorse President Roose rived at the territorial capital, and Is I
srowned the efforts of the Water velt's efforts to cleanse the game.
getting things In shape for the estab
first
the
for
and
l'sers'
Adopted this nineteenth day of Oc- lishment of a laundry in that city.
was
word
the
five
months
In
time
tober, nineteen hundred and five.
passed that the land required for the
The New Mexican says: Mrs. U C.
Students of St. John's School.
Elephant
dam
Butte
cf
tne
erection
Yocum, wife of the Santa Fe agent at
Manlius, New York.
signed.
had been
the territorial capital, returned homel
hayseed who was and
With, the above came along a circu Saturday night from Albuquerque, I
The fos3il-likis yet lingering In the rust of civiliza lar letter reading as follows:
where she went with the private party
Dear Sir: We believe that the oalj of Division Superintendent
tion, however, is still allowed to sign
Charles
game
of Russell, who was In Santa on Friday.
his land conditionally. Contracts are thing that will clean up the
V
received, and the man who wishes to foot ball will be for all preparatory
execute the same now does it at his schools, academies and high schools
The Optic says: An engineer fori
so.
expense, and lias the same filed with to refuse to play for a year or
company, who has!
the Phelps-Dodgmuch in the same This will compel foot ball authorities been in the city for several days,
the association,
says that there is no doubt as to thel
manner that deeds are recorded In the to radically change the rules,
probate clerk's office, with date, giv , Will you not advocate such a revo- - lntentlon of ,he colnpany to build
In
through this city, and that all arrange-ing hour, day, year, etc. When the lutlonarv movement in all schools
ments to that end are being made as
time comes to classify the land to be your field of Influence?
bring
Such a tidal wave should
rapidly aa possible.
under the dam. the contracts filed
since November 4 are to be taken ac- thesweeplng changes needed.
St. John's Athletic Association.
cording to date of filing, and accepted
From the presnt outlook the car
Manlius. New York. October 23, '05. famine In Louisiana 'this year is going
for land that may be thrown out.
Cotton,
to reach great proportions.
which may not be Irrigable. Those
Train No. 2, from the west, was sugar and rice crops are being harwho know, say that 140,000 acres will
be signed during the week, under J.he several hours late this morning, not vested about the same time, and two
conditional column that Is any land arriving until after 10 o'clock. Pas of them are unusually heavy. Added
seneers renort rain as far west as to this Is the very large stoppage of
over 110,000 acres.
freight traffic during the quarantine
Real estate has gone up. In a few Gallup.
months has resulted In a strain on the
months It will be difficult to buy land
NOTICE OF 8ALE.
railroads.
by the acre. It will be sold by the
foot. The diverting dam is to be (First publication October 21, 1905.)
started very soon. This will furnish
By virtue of a decree of the dis NO MORE FRISCO SYSTEM FINISH,
water free for five years to the farmAFTER PAINTERS
court of Bernalillo county. New
'system" as applied to
The
word
ers along the beautiful Mesilla valley. trict
20th
on
the
made and entered
properties, has now disap
thousand Mexico, October,
Frisco
One hundred and seventy-fivthe
pro
a
1905,
day of
in certain
peared, according to program and as
dollars is set apart for that purpose.
in said court wnerein
The victory means a bonanza to the ceeding pending
fast as rolling stock ia caught tne
and
plaintiff,
L. Trimble is
farmer, the business man and the real Wiinam
word will be wiped off and the bare
last
A.
executor of the
"Frisco"
estate dealer. To the miner. It Is the will A.andTiimble,
left. Everything bearing the
a.
Lawrence
testament of
System" will now be
"Frisco
words
"kiss of gold." The Mesilla valley Trimble, deceased,
ad'
and
will bloom like the rose, for water is
swiftly
as possible, from
changed
as
assets
partnership
mlnistrator of the
queen.
and from the
cards,
time
to
timbers
L,.
company,
&
and
the
Trimble
W.
by
We have been threatened with rain, of
legatees
of Lawrence letter heads to the cards carried
law
heirs
and
at
'damponly
other
small showers have
traveling
and
representatives
but
the
defendants,
are
S. Trimble, deceased,
ened the sandy roads.
6S42 on the docket of said employes.
A marriage license has been Issued numbered
undersigned will, on Wed
court,
the
S.
Miss
Ames and
to Mr. Primitivo
15thday of November, NEW SHOPS AT SHAWNEE
nesday,
the
a
Apodaca.
The bride la
Frankle
ARE ALMOST COMPLETED.
, 1905, about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
young
beautiful
lady from San
A dispatch from Shawnee says: The
ra.( on the premises hereinafter dea
model
company has com
Texas. Mr. Ames is
sell at public auction to the Santa Fe railroad
young man of Las Cruces. They will scribed,
20 stall round house in the
pleted
Its
following
cash,
highest
the
for
be married at the Catholic church on describedbidder
real estate situate, lying south yards ahere and Is now engaged
Wednesday, November 8.
complete outfit of heavy
city
In
being
of Albuquerque, In installing
the
Improvements are being and
Practical
of machinery, which will be used in re
County
Territory
Bernalillo
of
aid
pairing and rebuilding the engines
made by the trustees of the Las Cru New Mexico,
ces school district No. 2, in front of
one (1), two (2), and cars of both the Atchison, Topeka
numbered
Lots
the new brick, modern school house. three (3), four (4), five (5) and six & Santa Fe, which ends here, and the
The public road Is widened to a great (6), of block nine (9), of the original Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe, which
extent and things will look better all lownslte of Albuquerque,
The
together begins its Texas division here.
around, the public and the school get with the Improvements thereon, con water tank, the oil tanks for oil burn
ting the benefit the people by having sisting of a frame stable and other ers, power house, station yard, ofllce,
a wider and better road and the school structures used
by the firm of W. L. two new depots, costing $150,000 and
by enhancing its beauty.
& company in the conduct of all other buildings except those for
Tiimble
M.,
L. Clapp, from Hatch, N.
of the
the shops and boiller house have been
business of said firm.
Water Users' association, Is In the theThe
will be made subject to completed.
sale
city on dam business.
approval of the said court, and
a the
G. O. Thompson, of Earlham,
upon confirmation of the sale, the pur RAILWAYS OPPOSING
veritable knight of the plains, made
SAFETY CONTRIVANCES.
will receive a good and suffi
a triumphant entry Into the city on chaser
Representatives of a number of
cient deed, and will be let into pos
Imhis favorite equine quadruped, and
session
the premises, which wlU western railroads appeared before
mediately repaired to dam headquar- be sold of
a whole, and without di the Interstate commerce commission
as
ters, where he made an Incredible re- vision.
at Washington in opposition to the
port of the enormous amount of land
pian of the commission to compel the
A. A. TRIMBLE,
reppledged in that district. He also
Executor of the last will and testa- railroads to have at least 75 per cent
Commissioner
resented
ment of Lawrence S. Trimble, de- of the cars in any train equipped with
Mossman, who was unable to be presceased, and
administrator air brakes.
ent on account of Illness. On his reThe law now requires the railroads
of the partnership assets of W.
turn, he likewise made a triumphal
to have at least 50 per cent of the
Trimble & company.
' leave, very much reminding us of that
cars in a train equipped with power
fabled drummer boy at Marengo "He Mothers everywhere praise One Min brakes. Practically all the companies
can beat a charge, but never a re ute Cough Cure for the sufferings tt are now able to meet this require
'
treat."
has relieved and the lives of their lit- ment, and many of them have air
Santa Fe trains have been arriving tle ones it has saved. A certain, cure brakes on more than 75 per cent of
late for several days. People here are for Coughs, Croup and Whooping their cars.
of the opinion that the Santa Fe has Cough.
Makes breathing easy, cuts
leading operating officials
Some
gone to the cleaners. All freight is out phlegm, and draws out the Inflam- claim that It is unnecessary to have
Sold by all druggists.
hauled overland by Las Cruces
more than half of the cars in a train
supplied with air brakes, and that if
all cars In long trains were connected
with air brakes they could not be
stopped enough quicker than with 60
per cent tv avert any trouble, while
on the other hand, there would be a
marked increase in the number of
accidents from trains parting.
t.BU
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'CARMEN" LAST NIGHT; "OR.
JLKYL AND MR. HYDE" TONIGHT
Another large and well pleased
house greeted the Ethel Tucker Stock
company again last night at the Elks'
theater. The bill was "Carmen, that
old Spanish play that has been going
the rounds for years, which has stood
out as one of the most convincing
moral toned lessons taught from the
stage, that the wages of sin is death.
But "Carmen has never been too old
to be a good drawing card for the the
atrical manager, when a woman char
acter could be found to Interpret it.
Miss' Tucker's interpretation of "Car
men' is not at all bad, and her inter
pretation of "Sapho" on Friday night,
is anticipated to be well worth going
to see.
Whit Brandon fell into the role of
Don Jose Llbengoa," with a grace
ftil ease, and the part was well taken,
but the character is a repulsive one,
It nortravs the weakness of men to
the wiles of women, and probably
sneaks too much for the sex. ' An
audience will frequently applaud the
lines of an actor; this is the case in
the character of "Don Jose Llbengoa,"
only Instead of applause, it is the in
clination of the audience to aisiiKe tne
actor because of his lines.

.

!
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Lydia E. Pinlham's Vegetable Compound
Has an Unequalled Recotd of Cum
Mrs. Vinkkam't Advice Is ConfidenA number of specialties broke the
pauses, and
tial, Free, and ahoays Helpful
tedium of the between-ac- t
were liberally applauded.
Whit Brandon plays "Dr. Jekyll and
First. That almost every operation
Mr. Hyde" tonight.
In our hospitals performed upon, women
becomes necessary through neglect of
"BROKEN HEARTED CLUB"
such symptoms as backache, Irregular
'
AND "SARAH'S YOUNG MAN' and painful menstruation, leucorrhoaa,
displacements of the uterus, pain In
the side, burning sensation In the stom
ARE DRAMATIC SKETCHES TO BE ach, bearing-dowpains, nervousness,
GIVEN BY THE WOMAN'C CLUB: dizziness and sleeplessness.
8KOOHD.
The medicine that noma
ON DECEMBER 1.
the record for the largest number of
cures of female ills la Lydla
The "Broken Hearted Club" and absolute
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound
"Sarah's Young Man," are a couple of E. remilates,
strengthens and cures
It
short dramatic sketches which will be diseases
of the female organism aa
given at the Elks' opera bouse on the nothing else
can.
evening of December 1, by local talFor thirty years It haa been helping
ent, under the auspices of the Albucuring backache,
querque Woman's club. When speak- women to be strong, troubles,
all utering of local talent, the younger set of nervousness, kidney
inflammation, weak
dramatic ine and ovarian
ambitious
Albuquerque's
displacements, regulating
lights are not seriously considered. nesa and
perfectly and overcommenstruation
will
actresses
actors
and
leading
The
its pains. It has also proved itself
be those with reputations made when ing
invaluable in preparing for childbirth
the art ItBelf was yet young. Mrs. W. and the change oi me.
B. Walton and Mrs. E. L. Medler will
Third. The great volume of unsobe among the well known society laand grateful testimonials on file
licited
parts.
Mrs.
leading
will
take
who
dles
the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Medler, who will be remembered by at
of the Mass., many of which are from time to
aiany of the early theater-goer- s
time published by permission, give abcity as Miss Margaret Kent, will ap- solute
evidence of the value of Lydia,
pear in the role of "Sarah."
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound ana
Mrs. Pinkham'a advice.
Fourth. Every ailing woman in tha
United States la asked to accept the
It is free, will
following invitation.
bring you health and may save your
life.
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ntunning Persian Tamn crar has closes high with a diagonal lap which
may be worn back ami irimi wnicn
cuffs and tea of the hable. and a big
lwcrn are formed. The lioa is short
muff ami lni are fashioned tj be ami I lif tiiiisliiug touch at the throat.
U
of
Tinone
it
the
ciat
The toque is a lart;- - deep rimmed
Morn wiili
off-,,turning wll ctf the face sml
'
,j n'h fit
wv "v
a, i lie Side Willi a Hat rolil mseil fullness in
he i. .mm
a ii
a n u r
front. '1 1. s is (lit away in pretty sette oi dnil (link velvet, which is lit Id
line, a:ni it in j. lice with a jeweled ornament.
waist
dabs l.eln
.
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400
PIANO

n

The merchants named below will
give a beautiful Price A Teepls Mahogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
achocl, club or other organization off
Albuquerque that la voted and elected the most popular. The contest Is
now open, and cloaes on December 10,
1905.
The piano Is on exhibition at
the Globe store, where It may be seen
by all. One vote Is given free to everybody, with every

l

twenty-fiv-

cent

e

the only provision being
that when you need the goods anyway, you trade with the merchants

cash sale,

named below. A ballot box Is placed

w

git

'iav

..yassiwJ

"Th nrrheBtra. eems to Dlav with an unusual amount of feeling this
evening," said Dwight Wheeler at the Elks' theater last evening.
"Well. It ought to. The director has rneumausm in uum
marked Dan Phillips, the head usher.
CITIZENS
OFF FOR WASHINGTON.
The committee of Carlsbad citizens
November 8. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. recently appointed by the Commercial
Hyde.
club of that city to call upon the secretary of the department of the
November H. Thelnia.
to urge that the Carlsbad irri- November 10. Sapho.
project be given Immediate atNoveniber 11. Across the iiesert. gation
(..iitlnn hat left for Washington.
November 9 Second annual oall oi
O f the
ill! tMiSei
Tl.n ....tttttll .... ta
Improved Order of ltcd Men, at Red follow-Inmembers':
Mens' hall.
A. A. Freeman. ('. H. McU'iia-- l
George Samuels
November
than. W A. Finley ami A. M. Hove,
company.
The "Broken Hearted and C I. Ballard of Itoswed
December
Club" and "Sarah's Young Man." byi
"I Thank the Lord!"
local talent, under tile auspices of ihei cricl Hannah Plant, of Little Rock,
Alhiiquerqu,- Woman's tub.
"
Ark.,
for the relief I got from Buck-lon'- j
Amiru Slve It cured mv fear- But Few Are Free.
r,111T,iM.r Knrs
which nothine else
But few people aro entirely fre from' would heal, and from which I had
year.!
of
season
the
fpred for five years." It is a marvel-Kodo- l
at this
Dyspepsia Cure is not only thel ous healer f.ir cuts, burns and wounds,
best remedy t3 uso because It digests (iuarantecd by all druggists; 2&c.
.,
what you eat but because It also en-- i
For a limited time we will give
ables the digestive apparatus to as-- '
pipe, one
KimilntB nnrt transform all food into! with everv
Kodol relieves package of Odd Shore plug cut smokblood.
sour stomach, heart burn, aolching, ing tobacco, freo. Henry Westerfeld,
207 Railroad avenue.
and all forms ot indigestion.
I

I

21-2-

1

List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.
Bakery

Pioneer Bakery.
Bicycles and Kodaks F. J. Houston.
Books and Stationery

!
I

O. A.

Mat-so- n

& Co.

W. H. Hahn.
Confectionery C. P. Schutt.
Dentistry B. F. Copp, D. D. S.
Drugs J. H. O'RIelly & Co.

Coal and Wood

De-Wi- tt

CARLSBAD

EVENTS

received, opened, read and answered
by women only. From symptoms given,
your trouble may be located and the
quickest and surest way of recovery
exadvise a. uuv ox ine vnsi. voiumo u,Mra.
perience in treating female iliaknowl-edge
Pinkham probably has the very
Surely,
that will help your case.
sny woman, rich or poor, is very foolish
if she does not take advantage of this
generous offer of aa&istanoe.
Don't Be Deceived,
Do not be deceived by counterfeits
when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
& Co. is on
name of E. C.
every box of the gelnuine. Piles in
their worst form will soon pass away
apply DeWitt's Witch
If you will
Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
for Cuts, Hums, Bolls, Tetter. Eczema, etc. Miss M. H. Mlddleton.
Thebes, 111., says: "I was seriously
afflicted with a fever sore that was
very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve cured me in a few days. Sold
by all druggists.
o
Call at 110 West Gold avenue for
emhroide; v materials of all kinds.
Orders taken for hand made Christ-Judgmas gifts. Stamping done.

The Globe Store.

Dry Goods

Dye Works Mcllroy & DeLeon.
Electric Supplies S. W. Electric ft
Construction Co.

Furniture J. D. Emmons.
Gioeerles The Jaffa Grocery Co.:
The Highland Grocery;
The Broad
way Grocery,
Hardware

Albuquerque

Hardware

Co.

CATARRH

Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkville Produce.

Co.

-

Ice Crystal Ice Co., both phones.

r,

Jewelry

j

San Jose Market,
avenue.

--

tissue-buildin-

AMERICAN SLAVES

60

ELY'S CREAM BALM
This Remedy Is a Specific,
8ure to Give Satisfaction.

J. II. O'Riley & Co's Emancipation
Thousands.
No one appreciates belter than the
victim of Indigesi ion that he is an
abject slave to bis stomach, and J. H.
O'RIelly & Co., in guaranteeing that
will strengthen the stomach
so that you can at what you want
and when you want it, removes all
fear of further bondage.
The stomach is to the body what
the foundation is to the house, and
when H Ih weakened or diseased, one
or;au after another is affected until
the heart, lungs, kidneys and liver
invohc-iludigesiiou
be
will all
a

Act

That Will

H. E. Fox.

Laundry
Laundry Imperial
back of postoiBco.
s
Liquors Graham Bros.

25-re-

"At last he determined to quit using
her, and like a good wite
coffee alt.
1 (lid
so too. We worried along for a
month without any hot table beverage, till one day a friend happened to
say to me, 1 am tiBing Postum Food
Coffee now, and feel so much better
for It.' 1 told her that we. had triedi
it and did not care for It, and she said
il must have been because it wasn't
properly prepared. So 1 bought a
package and prepared it strictly according to directions.
We were astonished and delighted at the result.
"We have been using Postum Coffee
for a year now, and i rejoice to be
able to tell you that it has cured my
husband of his dyspepsia. This is a
statement that does nut seem to have
the significance it ought to have, if
could make you understand how
his sufferings used to be, you
would nalize what a deliverance Pos
tum wrought for him.
"My ow n
h has also greatly
Improved, and the credit for all must
be given to I'ostuin." Nauie givtu
C'l'i'l-- , Mich.
PoMiim Co. Hnft
There's a rcas-uiHead the litt.e book, 'Ihe Itoal to
Willville," In kt.

SELLERS, Manager.

Mrs. Pinkham'a Standing Invltatloa st J. H. O'RIelly A Co', drug store,
to Women.-- Women suffering from any
to where all votes must be deposited. Be
form of female weakness are invited
promptly communicate with Mra. Pink-haat Lynn, Mass. All letters are sure and get your voting tickets.

COMING

frequently drinking it In the evening
wiiii friends, ami it was not tiniil af
ti r the lapse of years that we bean
to realize that it was doing us harm
'My symptoms were not so bad. ul
though my health suflered 111 iiiany
minor ways, but my husband became
afflicted wiih a most painful siomali
trouble. He could not assimilate his
food properly and everything he at
gave hiui great distress. We were si iw
to suspect the truth, but we now sec
that it was caused by ihe use of cof-

COMPANY,

D. K. B.

GOOD ENOUGH REASON

T lie poison In coffee does not a
ways work its mischief swiftly some
times it fastens its hold upon the vie
tim by slow degrees that are not no
ticeable fur a while. Hat once It be
gins, the (lay will u:eiy come when
the coffee drinker will "be up against
it," and must have relief.
A lady writi
from California:
"Wo were gre.it coffee drinkers in
our home, usiim it at every meal and

i

Street.

To Considet

Some Yeara Getting There and What!

.f'Sii

Week

Four Facts For
Sick Women

Happened Then.

per weel'

.OWNERS.
Office, 110 South Second

TAKES TIME.

$1

Lots

ur

SURETY INVESTMENT

STYLES FOR WINTER FURS

8.

Only $10 down, balance

Last

Sold

mer-Jmatlo-

"1

s

and no mud or smoke.

Twenty-Fo-

e

1"

$100 to $200 per lot.

HIGHLANDS

1

t:

S

SEE THE BEAUTIFUL 50 FOOT LOTS IN THE EASTERN ADDITION,

e

Eliz-arlo-

I

Iff IE

I

CIVCS RELIEF AT ONCE.
Free It clan)8,
soothes, liesla, and protects tli'
cures camrru ami

204

Cot,

West

Optician Bebber Optical Co.
Photographers The Moon Kelehec
Studio.
Plumbing II
Plumbing Standard
Heating Co.
Restaurant Zelger's Restaurant.
Tailor

Wn, Claesner.

Wall Paper and Paint
The Beo
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 209 West Gold
diseased membrane. It
drives awuy a Cold in tho Hnud (luicklvj
Restores the Reuses of Taste ami Smell.
hny to use.. ' Contains no injurious drug.
Every Ounce You Eat.
nervousness,
sleoplessness, Applied into tba nostrils uud aWrbeJ.
causes
headaches, backaches, distress after Ijirgo Hiz-i- , 50 cents at Druggists or by Bvery ounce of food you eat that fails
to digst does a pound of barm. K
eating, furred tongue, and general mail Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
York. turns the eucirtt meal Into poison. This
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St., N
weakness and debility.
not only deprives the blood of the necIs not a mere temporary
material, but it
MEN AND WShtEft, essary tissuo-liuildirelief for itidlgeHtion, but a positive
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is
remedy for all stomach troubles, proI'm Ittd 4i for unn.itur a
Lt, a perfect digestuut. it digests the food
d.i hitfifrtsj luUaiiuii.itii
moting good digestion, stimulating
lnU
ir rti,l"Usi Ul ''it
regardless of the condition of the
f hi
Ct US. lit 'lllt. 4M,
the secretions, and restoring health.
IV
n IV'MiU osUalf
I' 4i i, !,... u:.,i n a ..ti :u.
stomach. It allows that organ to rest
Afk J. H. O'RIelly & Co. to show
and get strong again. Relieve the
you the guarantee under which they
ClHOtNSATl.C
B?w3 fctd i Iru U,
Belching, Heart Burn, Sour Stomach,
A Urge. N'T cf 'he tabsell .lio-na- .
Indlgestiou, Palpitation of the Heart,
cents, but costs nothlets sells for
Li
etc. bold by all drugs's's.
uUr nut -- u t4Uel
ing unless il cures.

t

u

I
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A
dratnatlut, brilliant, but with
In him than a dry gourd, made a play a bold slap in
the face of decency. In manuscript form it was harmless
enough. Only (leorge Bernard Shaw and a few hardened
theatrical people bad access to It. Hut a certain coterie
of dramatic talent agreed to perform' It. Arnold laly,
an excellent actor and manager, decided that the paly
Appealed to the worldly wise who wanted the naked
truth, the. more undressed the better.
Hrst the paly was tried on a little New England
town. Then the play was hurried to New York, with its
wickedness will advertised, and everything was made
ready to reap the shekels from moral perverts who revel
in seeing mimicked what wholesome people know only
to despise. Of course, at the first performance there was
crowd. While g.eefully taking In the gate money t lie
management said that it would leave the fitness of the
play to the press.
It was
Next morning the press gave the verdict.
bo unanimous, not to say pronounced, that the police
kastened to forbid the further production of the rotten
play and arrested the house manager. Now the promoters of the play mourn the loss of $19,000, expended In
staging the play, and declare that the public caunot
stand to see the truth portrayed.
The play Itself is one of those comedies which
Abounds In foulness and has a number of Immoral and
degenerate characters. It defends immorality and glorifies debauchery and has so aroused New York's sense of
shame that the press, in defense of public decency, would
not permit It to continue, merely for the sake of satisfying the morbidly curious. In the play Mr. Daly and Miss
Heme were young sweethearts. An old rake, Sir George
Crofts, sues for the maiden's hand and upon being refused, tells her of her" mother's partnership in the nefarious "profession" that has brought her so much
wealth. The upshot of this recital Is the young lover's
entrance, rifle in hand, with the intent to kill the old
rue. The latter, In revenge, hurls at the young couple
that they are half brother and sister, a clergyman being
their father.
Because crime is a fact Is no cause for wanting
more of it; because immorality Is a fact is no reason
actors. to
for making it profitable for
force it upon the public. The press has earned new
laurels by its general condemnation and has done a sterling public service. The movement by the Women's
clubs of Chicago, the other day, for a moral theater,
was none too soon.

YESTERDAY'S EESSION

The results of yesterday's elections are the most
gratifying and
held in the United States
for a number of years. It is a pity that the election was
not "throughout the nation" as some erroneously imagined, hut was confined to about ten states, and In none
was it general. Had it been more general and inclusive
of more states, it would have been more gratifying; for
in the most Important instances the result showed a triumphant revolt of the people against bossism, corruption,
graft and indecency.
Coming upon the very heels of the stupendous and
astonishing revelations of corruption and theft in the
and municipalities, the
management of corporations
outraged
whole country stood aghast, while filled
indignation; and had an opportunity been afforded the
whole country to give expression to its wrath at the polls,
the general results throughout the nation would not
have been dissimilar to those in New York, Philadelphia
and Ohio. Even as it is, there issues from the centers
mentioned a voice which today is shattering to fragments
the power of bossism with its inseparable corruption and
"
' bad government.
Tammany made the fight of its life, and it has been
put to flight even if McClellan shall be elected by a
small plurality. Philadelphia, where bossism had reign
ed and rotted in corruption for years, and where it es
teemed
itself impregnable Philadelphia
demolished
bossism as though it had been a house of cardds. In
Ohio, Boss Cox so clearly saw that the end of his reign
had come in an avalanche of defeat, that he waited not
for another day, but retired at once and forever from
'
the field of politics.
In New York, McClellan, a man and mayor of whose
personal and official purity not an insuallon was offered,
saw his prospects for presidential nomination at the
hands of democracy, melt like snow in the glance of the
sun, and all because he was supported by Tammany
Hall. Herrick in Ohio, able and upright, of whom all
spoke well, went down in the defeat because he was
Boss Cox's candidate.
Other illustrations could be offered showing that the
tight was not political party against political party, but
of an aroused people" against boHsism,. which in fla corruption and thievery was vile and smelt to heaven.. The
people struck a staggering blow, and bossism stands with
a shattered pedestal.
g

'

Here are two interesting contrasts. In 1671 Sir Wm.
Berkley, colonial governor of Virginia by appointment of
the English crown, said: "But I thank God, there are
no free schools nor printing; and I hope we shall not
have these for a hundred years, for learning has brought
disobedience and heresy and sects into the world and
printing has divulged them and libels gainst the best
government. God keep us from both."
Twenty-ninyears after, or in 1700, ten ministers assembled at the
village of Bradford, a few miles east of New Haven,
Conn. Each of them deposited a few books on a table
around which they had gathered, and each said: "I give
these books for the founding of a college In this colony."
And this was the beginning of the now great University
of Yale, so named because Elihu Yale, one of the ten,
gave more books than any one of the other nine.
e
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The election of Eben S. Draper to the office of lieu
tenant governor of Massachusetts serves to call attention
to the model factory town of Hopedale, where he resides,
Budgett
and which his family may be said to own.
Meakln, an English writer and lecturer on Industrial
betterment, declares in one of his written works that
Hopedale Is the best manufacturing settlement In the
United States.
It illustrates what a public spirited individual or
family can do for the improvement of social conditions
The machine works owned by the Drapers employ some
3,000 hands. Everything is done to make life pleasant
for these men. No women or children are employed in
the factory. The workers are well paid and there Is no
necessity for the employment of women and children.
One of the most interesting features of this town is
the houses of the workers. These are two and one-halstories in height, covered with unstained shingles and sug
gestive of the Queen Anne style of architecture. Un- fenced lawns lie in front and grassy plots on the. side
and rear of the houses, while flowers and vines grow
about the verandas. A visitor viewing these model tene
ments would fancy that.they were the residences of col- lege proiessors, lawyers or physicians rather than the
homes of factory operatives. To encourage the operatives
to improve the surroundings, prizes are offered by the
Draper company every year to the aggregate amount 01
$375. The rent for these dwellings runs from $1.75 to
$3.02 a week, which is said to be a return of only three
per cent on the Investment.
Besides these model houses there are 150 acres of
park and six acres of playground. The roads are ail
macadamized, while shade trees have been planted with
great liberality. There is also a beautiful memorial library and an imposing stone church.
The Draper family has spared no pains to make the
town attractive and the lives of their workers comfortable. This may be what Mr. Ghent calls "benevolent
feudalism," but all true philanthropists will rejoice in
the knowledge that 3,000 workers are kept so comfortable
hat life seems sweet to them. It is a blessed thing when
a man can say at the end of his days "This is a grand
old earth, and I have found it full of lovable men and
women." All honor, then, to the Draper family, that
they have been manufacturers, not only of cotton machinery, but of optimism.
It may be of interest, also', to'say that tifts 'town la
without a saloon. Every year the voters have an opportunity to institute one if they desire. But year after
year they vote, no license, and some-- years there is not
so much as a solitary vote for license. If the people wish
to drink they can have their drinkables at home, but it
Is well known that Hopedale is distinguished for its temperance. This goes far to prove that excess in arlnking
Is largely due to insufficient nutrition and dismal surroundings, .Life is so pleasant in Hopedale that it is not
necessary for men to fly to the artificial stimulation so
common in other places.
The town of Hopedale was founded many years ago
by the Rev. Adln Bailou as a communistic colony. George
Draper, the father of the present lieutenant governor
elect, was a member of this colony. The experiment
failed, as most of these experiments have failed, but the
noble Ideal was never quite lost.
f
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2 piece Suits, from
piece

3
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Kile, first
81
Louisville & Nashville
148
99
Missouri Pacific
Metropolitan
121
Mexican Central
23
New York Cen'ral
14!Vfc
85 14
Norfolk
Beading, common
140
Pennsylvania
140'
Rock Island, common
28
71
Bock Island, pfd
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 24
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
934
(18
Southern Pacific
17H
St. Paul
35-Southern Railway
92
Tennessee Coal & Iron
34
Texas Pacific
130
Union Pacific, common
36V4
U. S. S.. common

Blouse

.

.

$3.00 to $6.00

Suits, f rom . . $4.50 to $7.50
Suits, from . .$4.50 to $6.50

Boys Overcoats, from . $3.50 to $9.00
r
.

I

never deal in trash.

It's

noth-

ing short of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothes for a hoy.

M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

4

IT.

S. S., pfd

102 Vi
21

Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
Wisconsin Central, common
Western Union
Greene Copper
O. &

....
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Every Musician - - Every Lover of Music
Has the desire to some day own a CHICKKRING BK OS. PIANO. The
Chickering Bros, is a finality. After you obtain such a piano there is
nothing better to be had nothing further to say. Many people perceive
that economy is truly served by securing a Chickering Bros, in the first
place others exchange their pianos for Chickerin-- s.
We will take your

IN

RUNAWAY ACCIDENT.
The other evening Mrs. A. S. Neff
was very seriously injured by being
thrown out of her buggy at the Intersection of Park avenue and Third

street, says the Raton Range.

Mrs. Neff was alone In the buggy,
near the First National hank, when
the, horses became frightened and
ran west on Park avenue at a terrific rate. In turning the corner of
Third street and Park avenue, the
buggy was turned completely over and
Mrs. Neff was thrown some distance,
sustaining a fracture of her collar
bone and dislocation of a rib. Park
avenue was crowded at the time of
the accident, and the injured woman
received careful attention immediately. She was placed on a stretcher
and removed to the home of iMrs. J.
B. Cronse, where he Injuries were attended to by Dr. C, B. Kohlhousen.
Mrs. Neff Is resting easy, although her
condition is very serious.

old piano in exchange as part payment on a Chickering Bros. Ask us about it.

Learnard & Lmdemann
206 SOUTH SECOND STREET
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TROLLEY LINE WHICH WILL
RUN WITHOUT TRACKS.
An enterprise is being organized in
San Juan to establish in Porto Rico
a trolley line operating
along the
country roads without tracks.
The
cars will he constructed
after the
manner' of automobiles, but will be
operated1 from an overhead transbls-slo- n
wire;; The new service is to be
for the transportation of freight and
will opwate from San Juan to Ponce
and rrom there to Humacao, Karjariio
and Ioqulllo, covering the central and
western portions ot tb$ island. The
successful development of such a system will mean a cheap method of
construction which can be made available for many places in the tropics
where there is freight to be moved,
but conditions are such that a rail- Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
road could not be made to pay.
square, and we are now making
Nature Needs But Little.
Nature needs only a Little Early Riser
now and .then to keep . the bowels
clean, the liver active, and the system
free from blla, headaches, constipa- $12 Refrigerators
$9
tion, eft
The famous little pills $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
"Early Risers" are pleasant in effect $8 China Tea Sets
$6
and perfection in action. They never 40c China Salad Bowls
25c
gripe or sicken, but tone and strengthDecorated Havlland China, at 20
en the liver and kidneys. Sold by all per cent discount.
druggists.
25c
75c Class Berry Sett
20c
XXXXXXXTTTXIXX ITXZXXZZZX2 X 35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.25
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
LONDON
CLUB
AND
LIVERY
$3.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
h
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
3
ED STABLES
40c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
M Corner Second and Marquette.
$10.50
$12.50 BUggy Harness

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

The Happy Housewife

'

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Foresight Not Good,
The republicans of the great state of Ohio are sadly
torn up over the railroad rate question. Secretary Taft
advising one thing while Senator Foraker tells them
that the secretary does not know what he is talking
about. .Yet the" members of the G. O. P. are united on
C. GRANNIS,
Prop.
FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.
one question: thut Is, they must elect the republican
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red
.4
n
n
n
Klin.
UU
ticket, which they will undoubtedly do.
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STA6E LINE
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
New
The municipal campaign in the city of New York Is
a hot number, and the metropolis is stirred as it has not XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXX
Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
been for years. However, the indications are that the
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
Tammany candidates will pull through with rousing marig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
jorities, with the exception of their candidate for district
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
attorney. Capitan News.
particulars, address W. L. Trimble it
ALL HOME
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
COOKINO
One View Held.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
The New Mexican is wrong In the assertion that the Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread
Citizen want ads get the business.
every Saturday.
change in conditions in Albuquerque with regard to the
401
WK8T HA1LHOAU AVENUE. Try one.
enforcement of the Sunday laws was caused by "six
months of newspaper agitation." The Albuquerque papers didn't agitate the question and we don't believe
00"0-0-C-00-0--that the agitation of other papers. Including The Optic, 9
9
had a thing in the world to do with the matter. Judge
OYSTERS,
in
Abbott and the district attorney know the law was being
violated and they made up their minds that the law must c
received
in
be enforced much longer than six months ago and worked
to thai end accordingly. l.as Vegas Optic.
2

M. BERGER
114
h

shipped
the new
daily
SEALSHIPT
CARRIERS

HOUSE

30.Sl2L ITS

ff

m or Wur uxukMl
VLALmT Pmttt

jK.

Easy Payments

Installment Plan
FURNITURE,

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Time, Labor
and Money
The saving of time meant cemforl
The saving of tabor mean eos. Th
saving of meney moan seen em y. All
these savings can beet be attained by
Installing a

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

Prices

In

Plain Flguros $3Q and Up

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

,He

West Copper Avenue.

"EMPRESS."

Woman's Exchange

J SEALSHIPT
way,

Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.
'

We

Special Prices
On the Following

J
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holding of the republican convention which nominated
him in September, 1904. This is another absolute un
truth. The delegation from eaeh county In convention
assembled, selected the members of the committee to
represent such county. Some of the members of th ex
committee were requested by the delegate. This
request was granted as it is universal custom and siinp.e
Fortunate Exemption.
courtesy. The members actually selected by the dele
A movement has already begun for mo organization
gate number seven and constitute a very small part ol of a fire department for Raton. Two well drilled comthe coiiiniittee.
panies of twenty men each would unquestionably be a
safeguard against disaster. Fortunately Raton lias never
Henry Clews:' Business conditions coutinue very had a serious conflagration. Other towns have had, though,
promising. Great activity is reported in all sections of and wo have no assurance that we will be spared. The
the country, keeping money actively employed and sug thing to do Is to prepare for it now. The city council
gesting firm rates for weeks to come. In almost every shouid take some decisive step in the matter, and citidepart inent of indiistiral, commercial or financial activity zens should follow the matter by an organisation which
records have been dai.y broken. It is quite safe to say would be an effective safeguard. Raton Range.
that the volume of trade during the present year far
Views on Statehood.
surpasses all other years in the history of the country.
Statehood is within our grasp, it will be given us
There are signs here and there of Its approaching end; In time to take part in the next presidential campaign,
and yet the relative absence of dangerous speculation, which present indications portend will be one of the
the unquestionably rapid development of our natural re most important since the election of Lincoln. Are we
sources, the great growth in populution and the abseuce so devoid of patUotlsin and desire to have a voice in
thus far of any general Higns of overproduction give con- the settlement of these questions of railroad rates, infidence in the belief that we are to enjoy at least another surance, etc., as to reject that which offers us the opporyear of general prosperity.
tunity? We say, No! San Juan county will practically
be a unit, when it comes to a showdown, in favor of
Chicago possesses two of the great men of tetters joint statehood. Farinlngton Hustler.
of America. They are: Speropauugorotis
and James John
Golden Egg Hen.
of No.
lialstead
cents
Stinar beet growers are to bo cut seventy-fivstreet. The firl named takes pride on the collection per ton by the poor factory owners. And to tliink of
of fifty-onletters in his full name, while "his fellow suf- the KraKpiiitf, greedy farmers absorbing coin that should
ferer has only six less. When they sign their names to- K to mirb
and tireless toilers as Chester
gether it requires the formation of ninety six letters. Sbylock Morey and Charley lloet teher. Perish the hayThe men are Greek merchants.
seeds! iJumngo iJemocrat.
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About the boy's clothing question.
The boy who Is clothed here will
wear better clothes and he'll wear
them longer than he will If his
parents are not particular about,
where they buy.

re
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Want
to Drop a
Hint
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If you'd have people know your store.
Advertise!
Tell 'em that you've got goods galore,
Advertise!
Don't mope and let Hustle & Crow,
Who advertise and get the dough,
Adopt the magic word below
Advertise!

OF LIEUTENANT

ME"l

MONEY

Amaleamnied Copper
.. 81 V
American Sm.ur
1. ..139T4
Atchison, common
.. 87
Atchison,
.103
Baltimore ti Ohio
..lllfc
Brooklyn Hnpid Transit
.. 75
Canadian Pacific
..172 '4
. .
Colorado Fuel & Iron
43V4
Colorado Southern, common..
. 27 Mi
Colorado Southern, first
. f.3'4
Colorado Southern, second ...
431,4
Chicago Great Western, common 207

hot-air-

MANUFACTURING

-

Closing quotation received by T. J.
Graf & Co., orrespondent for Logan & Bryan. Harnett building.

Is s ack and prospects glum,
Advertise!
When overstocked, to make things hupi,
Advertise!
In seasons dull don't sit and dream
,
About some
Get up and hustle on this thenui
Advertise!

MODEL

MARKETS

THE
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From Business Man's Magazine.
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no more heart
foreign
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at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ays.

'

;

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Fine Stationery
The New Way The Old Way
No vsuter,

preservatives;
oysters In a sealed, white,
case; ice outside.
no

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
HUM

Water, preservatives, ice and
oysters all together into a stale
wooden tub.

The St, Elmo
;

JandtoeMt--

.

JOSEPH I3ARNKTT, tojw
'

120 West IUrfroai Arenvt

H"it
WIoislBriflflislEis.
SAMPLE AND
CLUB K.OOMS

I

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
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que in order that she may prosecute
him for wife desertion.
The couple after coming to Albuquerque took rooms at The Elite
CENTRAL
FE
SANTA
rooming house on Silver avenue. Everything went along smoothly until
In the morning Mr.
yesterday.
left the house, but nothing more
Bank
Enterprise
Receiver of
was thought of It until he failed to
show up for dinner or for supper. His
Says That Road Officials
wife then suspected the real truth
that her husband had left httf and
departed for parts unknown.
Must Produce
The matter was placed In the hands
of Chief McMillin.
He Investigated
according to the woman's story,
and
RECEIVERSHIP
ACCEPT
OR
Is of the opinion that the lleelng hus- band Is In Kansas City by this time,
as It has been ascertained that he
Pittsburg,
A dispatch dated from
flt the
ft tckpt fof
says that unless the Santa Fe Central
morning.
Ucket omcp ,,,,en,
.
i
railroad company Is able witnin a
na
,iv,
My ,
short time to raise the
the' services of Chief McMil- which
Ked
off the cans made from .the
National bank. Receiver
Enterprise
John 11. Cunningham will go into me
'Flu
rULILL lCnJ
courts of New Mexico and ask for a re-- :
eelver fir the railroad. This courseSeven victims comprised the gist of
lias been decided upon by the govern- ment officials In charge of the Inves- business in police court this morning
tlgatlon. The railroad company will and every prisoner was arrested for a
not be given longer than this week to minor offense, either being chargeu
with vagrancy or drunkenness,
pay the obligations.
just how much the bank holds has
Two. knights of the road, giving
not been made public, but It Is a large their names as A. J. Coffman and
amount. It Is understood every effort James Kennedy, were run In during
week to raise the the night by Pepot Master Ed Wolls.
was made last
money. V. H. Andrews, Senator Ar- - wno caught them sleeping In a car of
thur Kennedy, Francis Torrance and sewer pipe In the railway yards. They
the late T. I.ee Clarke were back of WPfe sentenced to five days each In
the Santa Fe Central, and the failure jaii for vagrancy, but Judge Crawford
of the Santa Fe system to take over suspended the sentence on condition
the Santa Fe Central precipitated the that they either get work or leave
suicide of Clarke and the closing of the town.
v. C. Schelly and T. T. Shans made
bank. Kennedy is now In New York,
It Is said, trying to sell the road. rep- - their second appearance in police
court this morning, within a week,
Judge F. F. Oldham, the legal
resentative of Comptroller Ridgeley, They were arrested last night on the
be much charge of vagrancy. Roth pleaded
sari the bank shortage will will
reach pullty and each was sent to jail tor
in excess of 11.500,000 and
five days.
possibly 2,000,00O.
James Roland, arrested for vagran- -

CUNNINGHAM AFTER

La-Pra- it

Highlands to her and which It Is alleged the defendants have sought to
cancel. Klock ft Owen appear for the
plaintiff and Nelll B. Field for the
defendants.
MARKET

500,000

POUNDS

FOR THE FARMER

BIBO MERCANTILE COMPANY, OF
GRANTS, WILL REALIZE LARGE
SUM FROM THIS YEAR'S CLIP.

.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Gather Now to Learn, Not
For Politics as

WOOL IN ALBUQUtRQUE

FIVE.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

INSTITUTE WORK

OF

PAOC

OVERCOATS
for Men and Boys

Formerly.

AGRICULTURE!
OF
The Ribo Mercantile company, of DEPARTMENT
Grants, one of the largest general;
merchandise firms In New Mexico, has
pa,,n Rouge, I.a., Noy. .S.
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They report that never In the his- tory of their business career has the "essiou.
prospects been so bright for an Hume- - 0(s
XH0"USAND ATTEND
Men's Automobile Overcoats, made of Fancy Cheviot, Single Breasted,
male increase in aw uiira ui uujuims
N WFT TENNESSEE
in New Mexico, and that the last year
Fly
Front; cut very full and extra long, priced at,
8.
The
Weal
Nov.
Tenn.,
Jackson.
has been a very prosperous one for Tennessee
Institute, which
Farmers'
territory.
sheep
of
the
Industry
the
is held under the auspices of the State
Department of Agriculture, opened its
MAY MEAN POSTOFMCE
sessftin hi re today. Over one thousand
FOR AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE farmers, from all parfs of the western
district of the state are in attendance.
An interesting and attractive program
An effort is being made to have a has1 been prepared and several promi- Men's Automobile Overcoat, made of Fancy Cheviot and Plain Vipost office established at the New Mex- - nent experts on agricultural and re-cuna, extra heavy, 8ingle Breasted, Fly Front, extra good lining,
ico Agricultural and Mechanic Arts lated subjects will addresR the mem- college, and Prof J. O. Miller, one of t,ers 0f the Institute.
priced at,
has
the faculty of the institution,
ANXIOUS TO CONCLUDE
been recommended for postmaster.
LAND LITIGATION,
The strong argument in favor of an.
That the case may be finished as
office at the college is that It Is a gov- station, and soon as possible the First Judicial
experimental
ernment
Display-Younthat there is a large amount of district court, with Judge John R. Mc
Is
Fe,
j
Santa
pamph-at
way
on
benfh.
the
In
matter,
of
Fie
the
"frank"
lets sent out from it: that the mail- - holding daily and nighl.y sessions in
Ing of this matter would be greatly the case of the Protective
by arv office at the college; tJon of the town of Costilla versus the
would also be of great acconv United States Freehold Land and Im-n- i
it
that
TIERNEY
STREET COMMISSIONER
J.n
od a Hon to the large number of stu-- ' migration company,
Mondav the court took a recess
cents denta RMpnriinr the eolleee. which Is a'
HAS STRENUOUS DAY OF IT inn the large sum of thirty-fiv1
'
m
iui iiiv im iwc
He was released with instructions to distance of over a mile from the post- oi oue uour
to
on
sides
both
attorneys
Ing
office
at Mesilla Park.
the
road.
go
the
or
to
hit
work
RAIN HAS PUT STREETS IN DEconfer with a view to agreeing as to
Selz Shoes for Men and Boys
Ed Covert, claiming to be a transient
ALL
CONDITION
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what evidence shall he submitted. U
pleaded SHEEP HELD ON THE
City,
Kansas
blacksmith
from
attorneys
A
for
PLAINS,
OVER THE CITY AND MEANS guilty to vagrancy, and will assist
of
ESTANCI
the
is the Intention
MUCH WORK.
Mr and Mrs. ,T. Nestor Ortiz, of the plaintiffs to state to the court
Street Commissioner Martin Tlerney
to use, and
they
intned
for the I.os Angeles, arrived at Santa Fe from the evidence
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He will be given a chance to and who died recently. His mission and proof is insufficient to makearea
Commissioner Tierney aonneu ui rid
0
system
of the dope by spend to the Estancia valley is to arrange case for the plaintiffs. Both sides
his
a
"slicker" and mustering together
so
the
that
for the takine care of these animals, trying to expedite matters
large force of laborers commenced to ing Ova days in jail.
O
Mr. Ortiz and wife will return to case can he quickly decided as botn
0
try and cope with the difflcu.t work
expense.
Conejos, where they will remain some' sides are under great
NEW MEXICO LAWYER
before him.
weeks before returning to their CaliA number of teams and men were
o
Ortiz is a native of
IN THE LIME LIGHT fornia home. Mr.
0
first put to work hauling gravel and
are showini
:r the Fan
l.a Jova. Taos county, and moved to
make man better, make
To
constructing cross walks throughout
in 1871. He is an 'extensive
Bottled In Bond.
son, new
the business and residence districts of ATTORNEY H. L. ORTIZ, OF SANTA Colorado
and Winter
To make trade
sheep owner and has two sons still trade better.
It was necessary to use
the city.
WORKING TO FREE A MAN living in Conejos county. In the .reFE.
in
gravel for building the crossings as
YEARS cent failure of the Schiffer bank at better, make goods better.
SERVING NINETY-NINthe supply of cinders was exhausted
IN COLORADO STATE URISON.
$11,400.
caught
for
was
Alamosa,
he
Schilling's Best:
after the rain of last week. These
He expects to recover but 'a small
cross walks ssrved as a boon to the
DlirtUIen,
ap!ti
r
Attorney H. L. Ortiz, of ISanta Fe, portion of this amount.
ocU
unfortunate pedestrian who was forc- one of the best known native lawyers
flavoring extract
KT.
FRANKFORT.
ed to do much walking today.
of New Mexico.is gaining consideraJohn Ortega, clerk in J. H. O Rie'.ly
moneyback,
Your
grocer's;
Temporary gutters and drain ditches ble notoriety just at present. Mr.
store, returned last night
were constructed to carry off the wa- Ortiz is at Denver, where he is arguing Co.'s drug Fe,
where he was called to
from
Santa
and
streets,
accumulating
the
in
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ter
before the Colorado state board of attend the funeral of his brother-in-law- ,
relief
not
furnish
although these did
release of Molses
pardons
the
for
accidenwas
Metz,
Sol AjenU.
who
And alio ft full line ot
0
to a great extent they materially Im- Freystas, sent up from Trinidad sev- tally William
ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
city on Saturday
killed in
N.TM.
Albuquerque,
proved the situation.
years ago, to serve a term of last, by fallingthat
ACADEMY.'
eral
a
top
of
fro mthe
Such rains as the one today dem- ninety-ninAitomatlo Phone, 199.
years in the Canon City
Open Saturday nights at
working.
0
onstrates in a startling manner the penitentiary for the murder or two building upon which he was
oin Uo hall. Instructions from 8
need for Immediate action on the part Drosnectorg named Kelly and Green.
to 9 o'clock. .Social, dancing
LEARN
OF
PEOPLE
DESIROUS
of the city council In providing for
1)
froai & to 12 o'clockwm ...
In larglng before the board of par ING SPANISM,ADDRESS, P. O. BOX
Oar prices are the lowest.
0
the establishment of a system of of- dons. Mi. Ortiz, says he can estabiisn 226, OR CALL AUTO. 'PHONE 460.
4
4
f
paving
of
the the fact that the death of Kelly and
ficial grades and the
streets, material for which abounds in Green has never been proven. Mr. Or- 0
abundance within the limits of the tla says that Freystas was forced to
0. W. Strong's Sons
305 Railroad Avenge
city.
confess to a crime he never commit- 0
ted, hv intimidation and duress, and
STRONO BLOCK.
0
NEW MEXICO EDUCATORS
while a mob was congregated around
O
O O
O O
th fall at Trinidad threatening to 0
ANTONIO ARMIJO & CO.
OFF FOR WASf IXGTON lynch him. the district attorney told
him that the mob would kill him if he
The Southwestern Electric & Construction Co., Inc.
while thus 0
Gent's Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AND did not confess, and that
Electrical
committing a
admitted
he
frightened
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TO
UNIVERSITY
Engineer and
j
never
was
he
which
of,
crime
AT NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N., Third Street, q
Contractors.
Superintendents
and did not even know about.
Falrvlew
and
Electrio
Ughtlnt
The Denver Post of last Sunday.
M
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
President Luther Foster, of the Ag:
power and pumpcase
tne
story
about
long
a
printed
ricu;tural college at Las Cruces, and
ing plants, dymaw-- o
In which It speaks of
MONUMENTS.
Dr. VV. O. Tight, president of the Uni- and Mr. Ortiz, being the scion of the
mo8, motors
wad
attorney
as
the
versity of New Mexico, were two of
electrical suppliasu
N. Second St., Both Phones,
a leader in demoOrtiz,
5
of
house
old
the territory's most prominent educa- cratic politics of the territory and a
H House wiring. Aw-Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
tors who left this morning on train No. leading lawyer of New Mexico. Acthorlzed agents tor
2 for Washington, to attend national
R.
MALL, Proprlmfr
story is a cut of the
m Crocker, Wheeler m.
companying
the
educational conventions.
rn Co. Agent
tor tfcar
Iron and Braes Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; Shafting,
DrJ Tight will represent the univer- attorney,
o General Klectrie Cm.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
O induction
sity at the convention of presidents of
motorau
Buildings.
z Largest stock
state universities, which meets on RAIN TODAY FLOODED
C
m
o
Mmehlttmry
pelmlty
Rapmlrt
mnd
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Mill
Mlnlnit
Monday and Tuesday of next week,
electrical fixtures la
M- CITY HALL BUILDING
N.
Albuquerque,
Foundry
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track.
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0 the
and Prof. Foster will represent the
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H
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Agricultural college at the convention
30 members of the NaPRE
CHAMBER
PI tional
of presidents of state agricultural col- POLICE COURT
I
Electrical
in Contractors'
leges which will be in session next
an
SENTED DESOLATE SIGHT THIS
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
elation.
We gtre
CRAW
JUDGE
AND
MORNING,
These meetings have been called so
tickets for th
FORD WANTED TO MOVE OUT.
ano contest.
that like institutions of the different
may affiliate
Auto, 'phone, 455.
Btates and territories
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us
T
j
That the old city hall Is on the verge
with each other in the improvement of
their work and to consider education- of collapse and should immediately
( I
al and financial matters of interest. be condemned as unfit and unsafe, for
"S
11K nri r
Awe
The representatives of the New further use as a city building, was
.!
ijl
The Colorado Telephone Co.
f. JS
JLl
1pmhpr tt UiiarA
Mexico institutions expect to be absent plainly evidenced this morning. As a
if Oiiti'mdlrw
i
Any Old Kind of t
result of. today's rain, the police court
from the territory about two weeks.
Examiners.
Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.
chamber was flooded, the water pouring through a hole in the ceiling,
i
ROStDALE MINE TO
caused by a leak in the roof.
Do you realize that you can get
BRING $300,000
When Judge Crawford arrived to
modern ' telephone service today for
open court this morning, it was a deswhat you are paying tor Inferior ser
met his gaze. Turnsight
that
olate
vlceT
RATON MAN SAYS THAT SALE ing In his chair, addressing Chief of
WILL BE COMPLETED WITHIN Police McMillin, the Judge remarked:
The only long distance transmitter
TEN DAYS.
"Chief, I guess It would be better
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
on
roof
this
court
the
to
us
hold
for
C. A. Whiteil, jeweler ut Raton, and
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
The water Is at least drainPorterfield Company
rates.
a part owner of the extension of the morning.
Is
and
Friends
more
than
up
ing
that
and
off
there,
Kosedale gold mine in Socorro coun- it Is dolne here."
ty, was in the city a couple of hours
HOW. Cold Ave.
However, about the time the court
this morning while en route home ha.l
We have entered Into a contract with Mr. Ueorgo W.
move, the.O
mind
to
up
Its
made
from a business trip lu Kl 1'aso.
OUR COAL YARD
rain ceased for a time and the Janitor
llickox, agreeing to sell to him our Jewelry Business, InMr. Whited says bat the sale of the of
Is chock full of fcoal that will gladden
the building got busy with mop andiV
cluding
good
1900.
1,
stock,
arid
wl.l,
fixtures,,
January
Roscdale mine will probably be fully broom,
your heart and warm your house when
and disused of enough of 'heronsumated within the next ten flays. water on
Y
t he floor to mal e it. possiOne strong feature of our agreement with Mr. llickox Is
It's cold. Fill your bins for next winTiie' purchasers uie the stockholdirs b!e for the prisoners to sit on the
ter now, and avoid the rush.
that we promise to reduce our very large and complete
of the New Mexico (i.)lil Mining com- mourner's bench wit bout danger of!
LOOK!
pany, composed of eastern capitalists, being drowned.
Mock
to
possible
the lowest
point before that date and
A
The prt
American Block Coal, the best Gallup
and" the price is $:im.imio.
now occu- building
only
we
Not
with
the
is
begin,
in
this
will
Saturday,
end
view,
November
OF
mined; Cenillos Lump, the standard
owners, the W. H. Martin comas a citv hall unsure, but it is'A
4, a SPECIAL CLOSING
OUT SALE to' continue until
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.
pany .have received one payment on nitd
NOVEMBER
unsanitary as well, and the quicker
C
the property.
WOOOI
Iiecember 31, at which time we positively retire from the
better.
the
is
abandoned
it
The mine is shut down pending
Factory Wood, $3 full load. Green
go into the manarranged
Jewelry
llusiitess,
having
to
properly.
the sale of the
Mill Wood, 12.25 full load.
ufacturing lumber business in British Columbia.
Mr. Whited says that the Kosedale COURT BUSY HEARING
Eureka White Lime.
one
with
a
live
tliej
be
camp wou'.d
Our business In Albuquerque has Increased steadily
SEVERAL CIVIL CASES
right parti' s a hold of it. Other pro
COAL YARD,
HAHN'S
year by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
perties of the camp are being woi'Ken
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
i
next two months, to cut out the big end of our profits
under bonded leases and some
ARGUMENTS HEARD TODAY FOR
sales are pending.
and to give you such a genuine bargain sale of really
NEW TRAL IN CASE OF CHAVES
The Rosedale mine has been paying,
ys T0RUNA BEING AN ACTION
Fine, High Grade Gixids, as has never been offered In
dividends every day that it has been
Wednesaay
DAMAGES. !
Jekytl and Mr.
worked.
our city.
Hyde."
lias lu cn spoiled because the good housewife don't know how to make
Thursday "Tbtlnia."
now and avoid
Today Judge Ab!ott was occupied
We invite you to make your
Kood bread. Many a valuuble prescription has been ruined because1
WANTS POLICE TO
Friday "Sapho."
in chambers hearing, arguments on a
vault-root he rush of the December trade.
ample
have
We
the one compounding it didn't know how.
Saturday
a new trial in the case
Matinee "Foxy
LOCATE HER HUSBAND motion for
EVERY ONE compounding medicine In this store knows hla business,
and will gladly lay aside the goods you select, until
of Kduardo Chaves vs. John Tor.ina,
or he wouldn't be allowed to compound medicine here.
Saturday Night "Across the Des- in which Chaves is suing Torlina for
you aro ready for them.
A. CO
ert."
B. M. Props.
BRIOOS
MRS. ANNIE LA PRAIT SAYS HER damages for the loss of a quantity of
' We have been in the Jewelry Business 0 years, and
Doth Phones.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
First St. and Gold Ave.
SPOUSE HAS DESERTED HER wool, 'alleged to have been damaueii
Special vaudeville features between
have never yet advertised a fake sale. In this sale we
AND SHE THINKS HE HAS GONE by reason of neglect on the part of
S
every act.
6
the defendant. The firH trial result-TO KANSAS CITY.
in Diamonds and Fine
will offer you rare bargains
e,l in a verdict for the plaintiff. Al-jSi
my
by
15c
Children
personal
Watche3. Kvery su e will be backed
Chief of Police McMillin has again torney K. V. ( haves appears tor in"
25c
Balcony
Dress
Circle
and
0 Auto nhone. 316. Bell uhone. 115. Residence Auto nhone. No. 29V
Iuighray
satisfaction
Mail
guarantee.'
assured.
orders solicited and
been appealed to by a broken hearted plaintiff and lleaeock and
35c
Parquet
;
woman who wants the police to lo- for the defendant.
50c
Boxes
Yesterday the court was occupied
funorjil Director and Kmbmlmer
X.
cate her husband, who she claims has
NEW MEXICO'S
the case of Anna Jasper vs. A.
deserted her. Mrs. Annie I.al'rait,
XT
enjoy
save
you
yourself,
$5.00
to
Hearse,
or
White
If
want
Black
Commercial Club Building.
Myer
Wilson,
II.
Lester,
LEADING JEWELER
who came here a few wciks ago with K. Walker, C.
up your dimes and attend the HeJ
y,d- - hnsbnnd from the east. Is vainly
UNDERTAKER.
CITt
et ai. The suit Is on a contract wnicn
Men's annual ball on Thursday night,
endeavoring to have her spouse ar- - the plaintiff alleges she made for the
November 9.
rested and brought back to Albuquer- - transfer of certain property In the,
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PAGE SIX.

FIERCE YAQUI REBELS
DEVASTING SONORA
Tucson. Ariz.. Nov. 8. The present Yaqul uprising In Sonora, which
nay co.nilnnte in an atiack upon
Hermosillo, the capital, begnn about
a month ago. when a lare number
of Indians, working on ranches In the
IHstrlct of I'res, ran away and Joined
a bund of more savage members of
the trllie, who hail been collecting and
hoarding arms and ammunition In In-
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lambs, 66 pounds, $6.50; 352 feeding
lambs, 49 pounds.
479
W. T. Mrlntyre, New Mexico,
ewes, 76 poni'K $1.70; 206 feeding
ewes, 70 pounds. $3.!M; 238 feeding
ewes, 67 pounds, $3.35.
Thursday. Nov. 2.
J. C. Mewes. l orona. N. M., 518
pounds. $5.75.
feeding lanti-sW. L. Hooth, Aiiona, 1"! lambs, 6!
pounds, $7; 1:1 yearlings, fS pounds,
$6; 40 ewes, M puiuids, $5.35.
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GIVEN UNDER THE
AUSPICES OF THB

Attendance at Synod
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Meeting in Session
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at Griffin.

ROSES

Artesla is destined to have one of
the prettiest suburban drives In Amer- - TRADES SOCIETY CONVENES
nnA
hi nmn U'hrt ia fintortirialnir
"enough to plan, and to promote the
same will, we nope, live 10 mai not
rliMt.int rlDv utit.Ti the nrnltf tf tha Kansas
Race Question Now
entire community will be extended to
V
'mm. i.More titan tive years ago, beState Supreme
Before
fore the town of Artesla was dreamed
of, Robert M. Love selected 160 acres
Court.
of "wild prairie land for a home. Iand
'was free f ir the taking then, but. It
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Improved Order of Red Men
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Red Men Hall
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Thursday Eve., November 9, '05
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twent Kmrvim, nviin of that nrlfia
'Ixtve said thai particular chunk of

earth looked kooiI to him, so he built
b bachelor's shack, and made his
'home.
Time went on, as usual, and
'Mr. Love awoke to find a city at his
Moor and himself possessor of one of
'prettiest building sites on the map.
Last spring the land was platted into

ft.

Viva ar.ro l.lniLa

nut

find
'broad avenue laid out and lined on
vimer Bide wun mat great American
fehflrlo
Ctla sif tho main
th. r.ltn
Streets, Hose avenue, leads down Into
town, ana lor nan a mite on enner
fclde, beside the elms, Mr. Love is
'now preparing his trenches for a solid
a

lntL--

'aille of monthly blooming rose bushes.
ine srnuli will he put in six teet
apart, next spring, and alternated
irnplatlna Up j.u
I sum
, i lao
Inlar
iclt'k
ui-- i
im iiti lattviika,
will! ntho,
.

'

attacks against small towns, wagon

mining camps and large
trains,
ranches and estates. A big ranch In
the vicinity of Hermoslllo belonging
to Governor Ysabel of Sonora, was attacked and the man In charge carried
A few miles from
off and tortured.
the capital and from other cities and
towns along the railroad, the roads
are unsafe and American mining men
operating in that country never travel without substantial military escort.
Notwithstanding the fact that the rurales have been reinforced by three
regiments of regular troops, they have
lietn unable to stop the rebel. ion
from fpreading to all parts of Sonora
and fresh outrages are dally reported.
From Nogales on the Ann !can lino,
--

to

Yaqul river country,
are on the warpath.

the

NEW CAVE

Nov. 8. The PresbyGriffin, (ia
terian Svnod of Georgia. Including the
six presbyteries of the state, and numbering 115 ministers and 222 churches,
opened its annual session here today.
The attendance is very large and
every one of the six presbyteries are
represented by delegate. The meeting will continue through the week.
Besides the regular business sessions,
there will be devotional serylces
every morning and evening, with sermons and adtlresses by leading ministers from all parts of the state. The
local Presbyterians have made every
effort to make things pleasant as possible for the visiting delegates.

TICKETS

1.00
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Cont:"U tjken for

a

Houses and foundations
w m
summer than a
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than
stone, Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I win call rubble
.
AOMsTB Af A j Warn a au m a
A house built of

Cement-Ston-

e

this material

is warmer In winter
con
brick house, and Is cheaper than good and
brick

KEFP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE
Cold

Weather Means

Horse Blankets and Lap Rooss
We have them In alt kinds ant
prices.
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICEb
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.

J. KORBER & CO.

an.l nna rf
'
of shade and ALABAMA COMMERCIAL
Corner of First Street and Copper
AND INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY.
roses win ne me most popular urive
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
a
Mn tha
iivai-'.lti'
nni" that tin.
Decatur, Ala., Nov. 8. Nearly 125
It
a In n rr Ima'ui fit
uhailn oaal nf delegates of the various commercial
nosweu, nas Deen tne aumirauon oi and Industrial organizations in the
people from all over the world, but state are assembled here to attend
'what. romnnriKon
is there between the meeting of the Alabama Commercotton woods and roses?
cial and Industrial association, which
opened at the Elks' hall here today.
TEXAN BUYS A BIG
Among the delegates are some of the
NEW MEXICO RANCH. wealthiest and best known business
The famous Block ranch, in Lin- men of this state.. Many important
among
will be discussed,
coln and Chaves counties, comprising matters
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
the
500,000 acres of land and supporting them the yellow fever question,
18,000 head of cattle, has been sold by question of warehouses for the storH. Applington and Mrs. Nancy Thur-be- r ing of cotton by the farmers and the
of New York, to J. R. Dendinger, question in regard to the immigration
a well known Dallas, Txas, cattle- of foreigners to the south. The conCARRIAGE TRIMMING AND REman. The purchase price is said to ference will last two days and will
PAIRING
banquet.
a
close
with
$400,000.
have been more than
Mr. Dendinger has been a resident
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
of Dallas Texas, for 29 years, and RACE ISSUE IS BEFORE
Order. '
KANSAS SUPREME COURT.
is one or the best known and most
In
New
extensive live stock deals
Topeka. Kan., Nov. 8. The race
HORSESHOEING
Mexico or Texas, having been en- question in this state is coming to an
gaged In the live stock business for Issue here today before the state suCARRIAGE
PAINTING
preme court, when the mandamus isthat length of time.
Mr. Dendinger has extensive hold- sued against the Board of Education
ings near Roswell and has spent much of Kansas City, Kan., requiring the
time there. About four years ago he board to show cause why colored Q Cor, Firt.Street and TIJer.. Road ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
nilniL,

Inn

accessible mountain regions for almost two years. They were followed
by other ranch hands In nearly every
section of Sonora.
Up to this time, the few Yaquis on
the warpath had been traveling In
1ands of from 10 to 20, occasionally
waylaying a traveler on the road or
looting a ranch In the more remote
sections. Col. Emlllo Kosterlltzky. a
Russian exile, who commands the Sonora Rurales. a body of troops corresponding to the Texas and Arizona
rangers, managed to keep the depredations of the redskins confined to a
narrow area but since the Indians revolted several months ago, they have
concentrated their forces Into bands
of 60 and 100 and have directed their

KENTUCKY'S

1909.

8,

Second Annual Ball

OFGEORGIA

MILE OF

ONE FULL

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

Vir,t Imil t ii r tat

these days that avenue

the

Those savages who deserted their
work oi the ranches have adopted
the dress of the Mexicans and are
more civilized' than their comrades,
who never venture down out of the
Many
mountains except on raids.
of the latter still make use of the
bow and deadly poisoned arrow, when
arms and ammunition are scarce.
At last accounts the Indians who
have been raiding In the country
around Carbo, north of Hermosilio,
and those who have been pillaging
near Ortiz, south of that city, had
withdrawn to the mountains to con- centrate their forces tot an attack on
i Hermoslllo.

T
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MARKET LETTER

HAND OF DEATH PAID THE CREDITORS

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. f. Cattle re
ceipts here last week were 71,000, In
cluding 9.000 calves, a decrease of
head from the week previous.
Prices on range killing steers held
steady for the week, cows gained 1"
to 2oc, stockers and feeders advapced
the first half cf the week, but lost the
gain before the end; light veals were
firm; heavy veals lost 25c, and stock
calves closed the week 50 to 75c
lower. The run today Is 17,000 head,
and the same trend of the market Is
in effect today as last week, killing
steers barely steady, cows firm and
active and stockers
and feeders
steady, A good many snort fed steers
are comiffg now, but buyers are neg
lecting them when they can get anyt
thing else to substitute for them, such
as good Colorado or ' southwestern
grass steers. The situation Just now
is one of weakness in dressed beef
steers and strength In butcher stuff.
Stockers and feeders are firm. The
quality of range steers has been bet
ter than usual lately, ranging in price
from 3.15 to $3.70 for bulk; cows ana
canners, $2 to $2.8Q, with good heavy
cows up to $3.05;
veals up to $6;
itock calves, $2.50 to $3.75.
The range season In sheep and
lambs is about ended, although Col
orado, Utah, New Mexico and Arizona
were represented In the receipts last
week. Colorado bad the best stuff,
lambs at $7.50, yearlings $6; wethers,
$5.25, Arizona lambs
$5.75, ewes,
$7.20, Utah lambs, $7 and New Mex
ico kids at $5.40. Some Colorado
lambs sold at $6.75. These comprise
the range offerings today. The mar
ket declined 15c to 25c the first of
last week, but sheep regained the loss
lambs closed the week 10c to 15c
lower. The run todav, was 2,500, with
a firm market. Fed stuff is being well
received, prime stuff selling last week
10c to 15c higher than the prices given
above. Receipts seldom come up to
expectations any day, and strength is
the main element of the market Just

OF CHAS. DEVRICHEST MAN
LIN, FORMER
IN KANSAS, SETTLED DEBTS OF

LIFE INSURANCE

15,-00- 0

DEFUNCT FIRST NATIONAL OF
TOPEKA.
The icy hand of death put money
in the pockets of the creditors of the,
defunct First National bank of Tope-kaKans.
When Chas. J. Devlin, the richest
man In Kansas, failed for M.000,000,
last May, the First National Bank of
Topeka went down with the crash.
It held deposits of 11,600,000. Devlin
turned over $700,000 in IlMnois and
Kansas real estate and $ti67,0o0 iife
insurance.
The receiver- of the bank had paid
113,000 In premiums on Devlin's life
insurance, and had, it ia said, decided to permit it to lapse, as he is
oaid to have regarded it as a poor
asset of the bank.
The insurance had but one week
more to run when Mr. Devlin suddenly succumbed to a stroke of paralWUh the money
ysis in Chicago.
from the life insurance and the lands
which Mr. Devlin had turned over,
the receiver of the First National bank
will be able to pay the depositors
dollar for dollar.
The state of Kansas had (547,000
' on deposit
in the bank when it
failed. Mr. Devlin carried 11.231.500
life insurance, of which 181,000 bad
been allowed to lapse, $667,000 was
turned over to the receiver for the
bank, and the remaining $483,500 Is in
IN MINE

CHAS.

:.oS

...:....

J.

DEVLIN.

Chas. J. Devlin rose from a newsin St. Louis, to a "captain of
finance." One of bis boasts was that
He emhe never took a vacation.
ployed several thousand men at the
time of his failure and it is said not
one of his employes worked as hard
or as long hours as he did.
policies payable to Mrs. Deviln and
the children, which cannot be assigned.
boy

MESILLA

ASKING FOR RECEIVER
CHARGES MADE AGAINST PRESIDENT OF GREAT WESTERN COMPANY.
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mwmmm
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STOCKHOLDERS
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.v.)XF

VLLEY

EXCEEDS

QUOTA FOR ENGLE 0AM
H. B. HOLT

SAYS
THAT 15,000
ACRES IN EXCESS OF ALLOT-NOMENT ARE
PRACTICALLY
READY.

Phoenix, Ariz., dispatch, dated
ne Alesilla valley has done more
November 2, says: W. 11. Godair, of than its share toward carrying the
Chicago and Edward J. Sill of Aurora, Eugle dam project to a successful
111., owning 54.imi
shares of Great outcome. More than the quota al
Western Gold company, incorporated lotted to the Mesilla valley was signed
in Arizona for $10,uuii,uiiu, and owning by last nlgnt and the contracts are in
Afterthought copper mine in tne nanus of tne board of governors
the
Shasta .ounty, Cal., yesterday filed of the Water Users' association
suit here, alleging insolvency i the
H. H. Holt, president of the Water
company, ami asking for ttie appoint- Users' association, said that
H9,(;54
a
receiver and the return to acres of land had been signed at noon
ment of
the treasurer of the company of ap- yesterday and the contracts are all ex
proximately $500,000.
leeuted and in his office. Contracts for
President T. S. Henderson of St. i.
acres additional nad been pre
apalleged
Louis is
to have illegally
pared, be said, and were ready for sig
money
propriated the
to his own use. nal ures at once. As lln.ooo In the al
The complaint' Is very long ami Imiiieni of the Mtsilla valley, this figmultiplicity
charges
of things. Among ure lacks only a few acres of reach
them that Henderson always has con- ing the quota, and more than the
trolled the entire company; that in
acreage is In sight.
April of this year he Illegally increasin auniuon io mis total acreage, tne
$12,ooii.oo(i
to
capitalization
to
ed the
United States go)
has lO.doO
cover an overissue of capital stock, acres, which will eminent
,(. signed up under
Isall of which had been previously
the Kngle project.
sued to him, including $3,ofl,ouo prohe Dona Ann liend colony grant
agreeby
w ill aild :..
this
i
moters' stock, placed
additional acres of
ment in escrow; also that the stock allotted
land,
bringing the
ire
letby
market
has been sold
acreage under the Kngle prnj
to
misrepresentations,
that have approximately 12',ooo acres. 15, not)
ters and
postoffice
a
company
laid the
liable to
acres in excess of the New Mexico
Iraud order; that the criminal statutes quota.
of Missouri and Arizona have been
Il is expected that when the govviolated by stock misrepresentations; ernment engineers
main- their tinal
that for tlie protection of stockholders surveys, a part of the land which has
accounting
of
it is imperative that au
been signed will lie repectcd. It was
the books at Phoenix be-- ordered.
in order to meet this contingency that
more than the specified llO.Ono acred
Man's Unselfiihneta
was received.
Hot n the iMesilla valley and the El
is often as great as woman's. But
Thos. S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repub- Paso vallev have completed their
lican," of Leavenworth, Ind., was not tliare of the riiiiiiiinrlcs to the conunreasonable, when he refused to st rue! Inn of the dam. The next step
allow the doctors to oierate on his will lie taken by the government.
"Instead,"
wife, for female trouble.
of
he says, "we concluded to try Electric J Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Mosbach,
Hitters. My wife wa then so sick, South Third street, are the vroud par-shcould hardly leave her bed, and' ents of a baby daughter, born yester
five (5) ' physicians had failed to re-- J day. Mr; Mosbach is a well know n
lieve her. After taking Electric Bit- - engineer running out of this city on
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can the Santa Ke coast lines.
now perform all her household duties." Guarantee! by all druggists
price 60c.
A
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WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING

MILL.

Don't wait for q explosion
wltu gas the buaane way.

cook

gll

purchased

a

1.084

acre farm

from pupils are not allowed to attend school

IxivelesH and Clements,
four miles at the same time and in the same
northeast of Roswell, and has It un- building as the white pupils, will
Four hundred acres come up for a hearing. The last sesder cultivation.
are now in alfalfa and orchard, lie sion of the legislature passed a bill

also owns twenty thousand acres on
the Pecos river 35 miles northwest of
Roswell.
Mr. Dendinger has not made any
announcement as to who will be appointed manager of the Block ranch.
He will move bis family to Roswell
next spring.

General Superintendent I. L.
of the Santa Fe coast lines, with
headquarters In Los Angeles, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Cotton,
of Gallup, passed through the city last
night In his private car, attached to
train No. 8. Mr. Hibbard Is on bis
way to New York to visit his old home
which he has not seen for twenty
years, and Mr. and Mrs. Cotton will
be his guests on the trip.
Hib-bar-

Opened
NEW ROOMING AND
BOARDING

HOUSE
Your patronage aollglted.
Nice,
clean rooms.
VIRGINIA MAESTAS,
623 South First street
A

TRAIN LOAD

OF BOOKS

Big Book House Failed
STOCK MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE
AT FROM 10 TO 50 CENTS ON
THE DOLLAR.

Late copyrights were

$3.

Carrizozo,

O

0

O.UICKEL

&

O

Proprietor

BOTHE,

0

OAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
aad Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of

0
A

v

THESE ARE SAMPLE PRICES.
$1.50.
Our
price 38 cents. List Includes "The
Christian," "Call of the Wild." "Brewnow.
ster's Millions," "Graustark,"
'"lb
Castaway," David Harum," etc. Encyclopedia Brittanica, 10 vols,, half
STOCK SALES
leather, regular $36.00, our price $7.75.
Charles Dickens complete works, 15
Special Correspondence.
vols., regular $15.oo, our price, $2.95.
Xmas Special.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 3. Follow
WORLD'S BEST
ing are some sales of Panhandle and POETS. Shakespeare, Longfellow and
New Mexico cattle at Kansas City for 48 others. Le Luxe edition.
Full
leather, padded, pure gold edges, reg
the week:
Monday, October 30.
ular $1.5"; our price, 70 cents each.
T. E. Money, Canyon, Texas, 110
Every book guaranteed to be new,
or your
perfect and satisfactory,
calves. 38!) jmiinds. $3.30.
V. T. Helm, Canyon,
Texas, 13 money back without question or quibbling.
calves, 407 pounds, $3,40.
M.
Walker, Washburn. Texas, 39
Practically any book or set of books
canners, 702 pounds, $2; 12 cows, S'.Hi you want at a traction or tne retail
pounds, $2.50.
price while they last. Get our free
J. L. Maxwell, Canyon, Texas, 41 bargain list before ordering.
canners, 794 pounds, $2.
Save 50 to 90 per cent on Christmas
Tuesday, October 31.
books.
.1.
L. Howell,
Write for it today.
Canvon. Texas, 20
heifers, 453 pounds, $2.35; 135 eals,
THE DAVID B. CLARKSON CO.,
2lio pounds.
$3.2.j;
15
Chicago, III.
helters. 32ii Dept. 4.
pounds, $3.25; 40 steers, S22 pounds.
W. C. McDonald.

providing for separate high school
buildings for white and colored pupils.
The building for the colored children
Is now In course of construction and
the school board has set a part of
each day at the white Bchool for the
use of the negroes.

C00OtC00OtO04

MEMl

M.,

f.3 steers. 83!l pounds, $3.30; 21 steers.
1U7 pounds, $2.85.
Lewis & M., Clarendon. Texas, 53

KENTUCKY'S
NEW IMMENSE CAVE,
Glasgow Junction, Ky, Nov. 8.
the geological
While Investigating
.T.
formation of this district of BarrDn
aunty, Dr; Ha.en and Jon l.omp-sot- .
NATIVK
AND
LUMBER
round evidence of the existence
3 PAINT
or a Idrge cave or subterranean
Always
BUILDING PAPER
i'HERM
t
Covers more, looks best, wears
With
cau'ion the two
stock.
Plaster,
lime. Cement,
longest, most economical, full
explorers penetra ei the cave. They
Paint, Glass, Saah Door, ete.
measure.
found It to be of enormous blze, ana
ramifying in different directions. They
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
explored one branch to a distance of
about thirty miles, when further progress was stopped by a wide and swift
flowing river. As their lights were
Insufficient to reach the other side of
the river, they were not able to Judge
of its exact width. They returned to
John V. Abbott, Prop.
this place and obtained material for
S. ? . VANN. O. O.
building a boat or raft, with which
Only thm
Eyesight Specialist.
they will shortly make an effort to
New Mexico Board Of
cross the river and explore the cave President of Optometry;
Batter Meats, and Eggs
on the other side. It is believed that
First established optician in New
the new cave Is larger and more beau- Mexico.
poor
tight,
Glasses fitted for
tiful than Mammoth cave.
109 North Second St.
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. ApLEGAL NOTICE.
pointments
made at Vann's drug
store.
M. DRAGOIE
Last will and testament of Elizabeth
i
Baxter, deceased.
Dealers In
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
To James H. Smith, executor, Mary
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
A. Connett, Ellen Van Hulcn. Eliza- LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSGroceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
beth Hall, John D. Baxter, Letty NorFER STABLES
all kinds of Freeh Meat
man, Esther Smith, devisees, and to Horses and Mulea bought and ex300 North Broadway, Corner of 'Washall whom it may concern:
changed.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
You are hereby notified that the last
BEST TURNOUTS IN THB CITY
will and testament of Elizabeth BaxSecond street, between Railroad and
GO TO THE
ter, late of the county of Bernalillo
Copper avenues.
and territory of New Mexico, deceased,
has been produced and read In the tXXXXXXXXXXX)COC)OCOOOOOOOO
probate court of the county of BerO. F. PL ATT,
nalillo, territory of New Mexico, at
South of Viaduct, on First Street
regular term thereof,
The real cleaner and dyer. Lann adjourned
dies' and gentlemen's
held on the "th day of November, 1905,
fine
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
and the day of the proving of said
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
alleged last will and testament was by
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
order of the Judge of said court there.
266-2upon fixed for Monday, the 7th day of
Automatic 'phone, 675.
January, A. I). 190t, term of said court, XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said
day.
O. DINSDALE
YD
W.
Given under my hand and the seal
AND
CONTRACTOR
BUILDER.
of thts court this 7tli day of November, A. 1). l'.m'i.
Factory
Office
and
J. A. SUMMERS.
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
(Seal
Boarding Horses a Specialty
Probate Clerk.
Albuquerque, N. M.
MORE ABOUT

C.

BALDRIDGE
CHICAGO

pas-saj-

r.-v-

,

City Market
Bt

New Planing Mill

Special Machinery

EN

HA

A.

HIGHLAND

LIVER

STABLE

I

i7makes wrecks
li not cures

canners, 771 pounds, $2.15.
J. Molesworth, Clarendon, Texas, 30
Thousands who have bad their health ruined by Mercury testify that it
bulls, 1,154 pounds, $2.
makes wrecks instead of cures in the treatment of Contagious Blood Poison.
Ohiraehua Cattle Co.. Texhoma,
Vlule it may mask the disease in the system for awhile, when the treatment
Okla.. 75 steers. 031 pounds. $:I.12M:
loo steers, 9;!5 pounds, $3.2o;
70 is left off the trouble returns with renewed violence, combined with the disastrous effects of this powerful minsteers, 905 pounds, $.1.15.
eral
Mercury, and Potash, which is I suffered greatly from Contagious
Wednesday, November 1.
J. W. French,
Canyon. Texas. 2S also a common treatment
Conta- - S'- -f
A
cows, 799 pounds. $2.45; 30 feeding pious H;ood I Olson, eat Out the lining m any aood la (act the treatment
more
cows, 776 pounds, $2.
harmful than beneficial.
of the fciomacnana Dowe.s. pnxiuce Proved
frien1 toia ni tnat s, 8. had cer- Cbirachue -- Cattle Co., Texhoma, ChrontC dyspepsia, cause the teeth to A
talnly
hi in, and I immediately
cured
Okla., 40 steers, 90t! pounds. $3.15; 23 decay
spongy,
make
tender
pms.
steers, 954 pounds, fi.
attect the lionesana muscles, and leave Ti waa twoyearaaa-o.auI can truth,
Bowers & Miller. Hereford. Texas
its victims compete physical wrecks. b w 'luro'w n"l y? D "A
121! calves, 295
Miunds, $3; 42 cows,
SANDERS.
Another effect of this treatment is
835 pounds. $2.45.
mtrcuri il Rheumatism, the worst and most hopeless form of this disease.
Thursday, Nov. 2.
N. S McGee, Ainarillo, Texas
72 There islmtonecertain, reliable antidote for this destructive poison, and that
is
S. S. It is the only medicine that is able to.go into the blood and
cow s, JKsi pounds, $2. fill.
A.
Ilance, Canadian, Texas. 21
cure tlieilise ise permanently. S. S. S. does not
calves, ).i ti pounds, $tl;
Meets, 853
hide fr cov. r v.p anything, but so completely
pounds, $.!.4n.
drives out the poison that no signs of it are ever
J. I. L. Jones, Helton, Texas, 15
seen again. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots,
steers, 930 pounds. $: 15.
herbs and barks, and while curing Contagi. s
SHEEP.
Following are some sales of New- PURELY VEGETABLE. Ulixxl Poison, will drive out the effects of any
WrfT-- r
mineral treatment
Mexico and Arizona sheep ami lambs
for proof that S. S. S. contains a particle of mineral of any kind. Book with
here thi sweek:
instructions for
and any medical advice
Tuesday, October 31.
farv.i'.e'
ritl.O. . rk.r-- ,.
i
J. C. lKwes. Corona. N M..
TH swlfJ.
COmf ATLANTAf CA.

TcV'Sil&i

fr
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-

SpCtrC

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black

r.

Thos.

OILS,

265

Keleher

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Harness,
Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
RAILROAD
t09 WEST
AVENUE.
PAINTS,

Movin

.

iVx'MZ.

Drayin'

HAYGDOD
The Cleaner

your CARPET,
do all
HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANING, and doctor your stove, at
the rate of 25 cents per hour.
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 630.
311 North Seventh Street 311
Will

Shippin'

FREIGHTS
You have

call

us

again.

there ain't no

once, you'll
Prices right;

KILLthk

and

gougin".

CURE

WITH

Bi the Albaquerque Transfer Men

A.

J.

New Tailor Shop.
Morelll, the well known tailor

has reopened a tailor shop on North
Hrst street, where be is ready to
clean, prers and repair lad lea' a"1
runts' clrVr.;;. Suns made to order,
r'atrunage of former customers

couch
LUNGS

tHE

Dr. King's

Nov

Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSand
OLDS
-t,

Fries
60c $1.00
Fres Trial.

and Umckxat Cure for

LES, or JCOFE1 BACK.
"ar)Brr.-aiar-

'

Oii

1

8.
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THIRD STREET
THE ROUGH RIDER'S NEWEST STEED Moat
Market

ANYTHING

MOST

EVENING CITIZEN

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

REJOICES

TEDDY

and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
All Kinds of Freeh

A

Word from Josh Wise.

the White

Smoke

JOE

It's funny, but th
tut tells an ne
!...... Ttavt.T bnnwR much.
yet he's Rot t' talk all th'

Wholesale Grocers

Cigar.

Lily

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

fel- -

113

n

time

t tell

W. Railroad

Arena.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

PIONEER BAKERY

It.

BALLINO. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broi.)
WEDDING CAKES A 8PEC1ALTT
We desire patronage and we guar
antee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.
SIMON

"No doubt you felt happy, doctor,
when you Raw your first patient en
ter your office.
"I did. Indeed. My first wag
woman. In whose boarding houRe I
lived while going to college."

California

$25

SjaWWs

Second Class Colonist Rates

Killed for Four Year.
Richard McKlnley died yesterday
at Frankfort. In the state penitentiary.
He was sent from this county for kill
ing Willie Griffey for a term of four
years last June. Hyden, (Ky.) i nou- sandstlcks.
professor
A university of Chicago
says students should le good mixers.
So should bartenders, too. for that

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agnt.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent.
J. J. BYRNE.
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.

Sept. 15

1o

FOUND AT LAST
tav

added to our alWoolens laundered without shrinking. We
ready well equipped laundery a machine wilth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just Ilk new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

$25

Philadelphia
shouldn't feel alto
gether discouraged becaime it was
robbed of more than $6,000,000 on one
It shows that not all the
contract.
I'hilaUelphians are asleep.

M

Oct. 31

0

Mfg. and Supply Co
The

G. PRATT & CO.

Some Household Stunts.

Staple and Fancy

s

re-fo-

A

SEASON'S

DRUNKEN NAVAJO

FIRST

USES HIS GUN
RECKLESSLY SHOOTS AT
.OTHER INDIAN, BUT MISSED
TENDED VICTIM.
.

AN-

-

IN

t

Navajo, who is now serving a
thirty day sentence in the county Jail.
nfta drunk last Thursday and got gay
with a shotgun, says the Gallup Re- A

lift

w

vi

V

in t,iriin

.

grave yard at the edge of town, and
he fired supposedly at another Ilndlan,
b
but It chanced that some ladles were
CAKVIXO'THE DUCK.
passing in a buggy en route to their
a
for a di home in Gibson, and that the shot
imi unman has suedrefused
They were
to came near hitting them
vorce because ber husband
Inkn. Too many women very much frightened. They met Mr.
.t
,nrM demand the impossible. Thorn from Gibson and told him, and
i
las he came on into Gallup he saw the
"1 wonder who that girl is in the intoxicated Indian still there with his
tint ahovB who practices all the time gun. He reported the fact to Deputy
on that piano. She's a perfect bore. Sheriff DeShon, who at once went out
land captured the Navajo and lodged
"A nerfect bore?"
him in ajil. At his trial the Indian de-"ve8 practice makes perfect.'
nied being drunk, but admitted having
nred the shots
"I never could unaersiana,
Tne Navajo was endangering
the
ed the race horse, as he was neing
exlives of passers by In firing at what
warmed up, "how we ever got the
i or
wnoever attracted nis attention
pression, a rounu ui i""u'c'
"
and
it was fortunate that no one was
Good Joke In London.
hurt. But the thing to do, if possible,
capua.
,g to flnd out who ,8 furnlahlng the
Vby Is New YorK tne
i wards of tbe eovprnmtnt
United States?
with linuor
. .
.
.
Because it is the nearest American
lnstead of tne In.
HI
III
ft jj
m nf A J
Tnn., .hnuM
tha
city to Europe. London
Post
full limit of the law for this offense,
as tne Indian when he Is sober. Is a
Ypr and that Denver man woo has Quiet,
Inoffensive citizen, and it Is
disap
to
going
is
kissed,
never been
when these law breakers supply
h"1
some
badly
mighty
woman
some
point
thorn rmHrh flrA uoror that thxr l.o.
day.
come dangerous.
PROVE IT ANYTIME.
CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
BONDS.
By the Evidence of Albuquerque People.
county
The
commissioners of the
The daily evidence citizens right county of Bernalillo, in the territory
proof
sufficient
here at home supply Is skeptic. No of New Mexico, in the exercise of tbe
to satisfy the greatest
option given by law, hereby give nobetter proof can be had. Here is a tice that the funding bonds dated July
case. Read It:
1, 1895, Issued in two series, known
Mrs. J. Hall, of 519 South First St., as A and B, respectively, consisting
suffered
daughters
my
say 8: "One of
of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
from backache for about eight months 1 to 102 both inclusive, of series A,
bad
so
or a year. Sometimes it wa3
and 139 bonds of $100 each, numbered
1 to 139, both inclusive, of series B,
that she was completely I prostrated
about
for a day or so at a time. read
which are payable at tbe option of
Albuquerour
Doan's Kidney Pi'.la in
said commissioners ten years after
que newspaper and thought they the date thereof, must be presented
went
we
and
daughter
might help my
payment at the Chemical National
box. for
to the Alvarado Pharmacy for amedibank in tbe city of New York, or at
the
In a remarkably short time
the office of N. W. Harris & company,
cine took effect and a little longer
in the city of Chicago, III., on or bepleasare
We
stopped the backache.
fore the 15th day of November, 1905,
Kidney
Doun's
ed to recommend
and that interest thereon will cease
Pills."
after said date.
For salo by all dealers.. Price 50
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
Buffalo,
Co.,
Koster-Milburcents.
Chairman.
United
the
for
agents
N. Y.. sole
J. A. 8UMMERS, Clerk.
States.
,
Remember the name Doan s and8
take no other.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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OUT THE GAMBLERS CLARKVILLE

The first car of oranges this
Washington Navels, from the Alt- land Fruit company at Orange, went
through the San Bernardino yards of
the Santa Fe on its way to New York
rlday. says the Times-Index- ,
and it
la expected that It will fee followed by
Wd man more cars from the
ous orchards within a short time, al- though the shipment of oranges te not
iikeiy to take on any great propor
tions before Thanksgiving
and the
Christmas holidays.
The total southern California crop
is estimated at 35,000 car loads, of
which 32,000 will be sent to eastern
markets, the remainder being sent to
the west, which includes points west
of Colorado.
As to this month, it is considered
probable that the shipments will not
exceed 400 car loads, but after that
the rush will be heavy, and the rail
roads will be busy, tne Santa Fe hav
ing all the work it can do comforta- bly, even with the new compound
freight engines, the possession of
sixty of which is said to enable that
roau iu piu ireism cars luruuKn 10
n

'

pun.

IU,K ln

lrn

,ue

ron,1B

T-

-

ui auuuuHuce ui cars iu nauuie
the business, but every car will be
needed, for even this month, in addl- tion to the 400 cars of oranges, there
wm ue aiiuui 4,ouv tars ui iciiy ami
oiiu cars 01 tomatoes anu oiner rresn
ripe vegetables, which must be han- aita

quicKiy.
mutreu, ine inuuiii iiuiiiiBr

RESIDENCE

UP

LATORS.

J.

South First Street

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

Mgr.

A. E. WALKER,

Public opinion in Roswell has been
against gambling tor years, but no
riRB
open expression has been noticeable
INSURANCE.
to any extent until within the last
Secretary Mutual Building Associa
month or two. The sentiment
has
grown so strong that much is seen tion. Office at J. C HaUridge's Lum
In print and much is heard on the ber yard.
subject of late, and it is confidently
predicted, even by saloon men, that
A OR API
Inside of a year tne city council will
pass an ordinance prohibiting gam Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Uling.
Grain and Fuel.
Apropos of the $2,000 saloon II Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
cense, imposed by the city counc
and Cigars. Place your orders for
last spring, which became effective
this line with us.
July 1, a well known saloon man said
NORTH THIRD STREET.
recently: "Seven saloons paid the 11
cense, and the town received $14,000
The council could have fixed the It
REDUCED PRICES
cense at S3.000 lust an well a ti nno
Plates, $8.00;
On Dental Work.
and the seven saloons would have paid
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
it
That wn.iirt hnvo rivn th m
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
$21,000, and I can't understand why
60c All guaranteed.
they didn't make it $3,000."
When Judge William H. Pope
charged the grand Jury at tbe begin
nln8 of tne pregent term 0f tne dlB
trict court h told them ht ho mant
ed tnem to pay particular attention to
any violators of the Sunday closing
iaw. As a result, not only have liquor
B. F. COPP. D. D. S.
dealers been caught In the net. but
Chinese laundry owners and severa
Room 17, N. T. Arm Jo Building.
merchants also '

IN

SEASON.
I'nder Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
v
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

Both Phones

0000)0OO0OO
oooooooooo
Unredeemed Diamonds

6

I can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
nouse; mat means you Duy diamonds ngnt.
r
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
Investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds increase
In value every year, and they bring pleasure, urtn hearts and lncreaae
your prestige. You are cordially Invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at, prices jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
what I offer at retail.
ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker. Tha Man You Can Trus
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

Ton

IN LAS VEGAS.

Captain and Mrs. David J. Ieahy
have taken up their residence at Las
Vegas, having arrived there from Al- amogordo a few days ago. Mr. Leahy
will open a law office in the Meadow
City, having been recently appointed
assistant United States district attor- ney for New Mexico.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

H. E. No. 59C8.

ettO

MEL IN I & EAKIN,

OO9OmO0OOO9OO
Wholesale

Ihor

and

Oar

Peelers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St, Louis A. B. O. Bohemian and

Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatio Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oc
tober 31, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
n support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the pro- bate clerk at Albuquerque, New MeX'
Ico, on December 5, 1905. Tiz., Juan
Bautlste Kowemlsneh, of Valencia
county. New Mexico, for the ,S
NW14, N'H SW, section 28, township
12 nortb, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon
and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
ltisenta Alonza and Teodoro ppwto,
all of Laguna, New Mexico,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
,
"Mother was lucky- - papa Doughta
gas range.

The Williams Dpug Co.

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards ft Fuehr
Beth

307 West Railroad
'Phones.'

O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Avenue.
Oav or Night

and Steam Cleaners
Hats cleaned and blocked In any style'.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold ave
nue, in tbe car.
Disastrous Calamity.
It is a disastrous calamity, when
you lose your health, because lndl
gestlon and constipation have sapped
it away. ProuiDt relief can be had In
They
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
build up your digestive organs, and
cure headache, dizziness, cone, con
stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drug
gists; 2Cc.

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

The Albuquerque Hatters

117 WEST

A

H. E. No. 57fifl.

OfDi'imrtnumt of tho Interior, Land Ocfice at Santa Kt New Mexico,
tober 31, IO06.
Vntii-,ix hereliv plvrn that the fol
lowing named settler lias tiled notie
of his intention to make nnai prooi
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will lie made before the probate olork ai AlliiKiiiorqiie, New Mexico, on lHTeiiibcr 5. T,to.r. viz., GerHeco,
trude Heco, widow or Francisco
de ceived, of Valencia county, for the
E14.
S'3 SK4. NW'i SE'i. HW'i
of tectum 2S, township 12 north,
tant'e 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his con' iinious residence
upon and cultivation of caid land,
Teviz Juan Ruitisto Kowemisneh,
and Pisodoro l'owto, .lone Ke wa-rMex-ioo- .
cine Alonza, all of Ixiguna, New
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Restaurant

Santa

PRODUCE CO

B. MacMANUS,

q

WTfERE TO DITK WELL

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
602

COLORADO

DENVER.

OfX00000000000

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

PUBLIC SENTIMENT CRYSTALIZ
ING
AGAINST
THE VICE IN
DICTMENTS FOR SUNDAY VIO

Seventeenth Street.

9

1

iu nc
one of marked activity, especially as,
simultaneously with the big freight
shipments the volume of westbound
passenger traffic promises to be exceptionally heavy.
As for the size of the organge crop,
as compared with that of last year,
there is reported a shortage In some
sections, which is said to be offset by
the Increased acreage. The fruit in- side or the foliage is not developed
quite as much as might be wished,
hut that on the exterior of the trees
Is of exceptionally good quality, unl- form in size and of good promise.
TAKES

1621-163-

214 South Second Street.

ROSWELL WILL SHUT

CAR
LOAD OF ORANGES

the West

Wood-Workin-

uries and rob the tax payer. At th
White House last night and today, he
Groceries
received the election returns, and reports say that he "laughed," as the Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
small vote for Ivins for mayor of New
Earth.
York, was announced.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.

It is evident from the dispatches day, especially from New York, Penn- sent to The Evening Citizen by thesylvanla and Ohio. President Roose- Assoclated
Press, that Presidentvelt has, at all times, stood out boldly
Roosevelt Is well pleased with the r
clean politics, and against graft-turnwho plunder the public treas
from the election held yester-ers- ,

if

Pioneer Machinery Hoosi

Steam, Electrlo and Hydraullo Engineering. Mine and Smelter Supplies, Engines, BoUers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, Saw
g
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineers'
and Machinist'
Tools and Supplies. Western agents ftr The American Radiator C.
Special Catalogues on Application.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Reekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

game.

OF P.

& Bolthoff

The Hendrie

Established la 1882

Fm

Wagons"
"Red
O.
BACK

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

xxxxxiiixxiiiiiiiiniiirxx

A Cleveland
foot ball team has
ntnvAit four entries without having a
t.iavpr inbired. Just Incidentally, it
might be added, that it lost every

V

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

rrxxxx

matter..

'

M

0

RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

M.

YOU WANT THE NEWS

0

0

EST

.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen

however,
"For the past five years,a Cough
or
on the slightest sign of
fold, I have taken Dr. King's New
wnicn
Discovery for' Consumption,

has saved me serious lung trouble."
for
His mother's death was a sad losslung
Mr. Heid, but he learned that
trouble tiiust not be neglected, and
how to cure it. Quickest relief and
euro for coughs and colds. Price 50c
aud $1.00; guaranteed at all druggists.
Trial bottle free.
k A
Rfl
REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furni
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santo Fe Railway

II

n

east and west from Chicago,
Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

y

Son Lost Mother.
"Consumption runs in our family
ami through it 1 lost niy mother,"
write E. B. Reid, cf Harmony, Me.

Cut-o- ff

cost-int
streets, with alloys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade fees; public school bouse
000 businee and residue lots. fize 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
hotels,
large
winery;
daily;
three
barrels
capacity.
1.0
mill,
Mexico;
Roller
Pator.t
the Belen
largest mercantile establishments in New
of 1.600 Inhabitants;
$16,000; churches. Commercial
shippfng point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great conuner.ia! raiiroad city In. he .oar future cannot be estimated.
restaurants etc. Helen is the largest

g

Of

1

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

s
bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jew, !er. plumbing shop, planing mill,
The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation); no tand or gravel. We need a
hotel.
a
modern
coat and wood yard, drug stove, harness shop, etc', etc. Also
OF
LOTS
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
OUR PRICES
TO
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS
Gfst-clas-

first-clas-

JOHN BECKER,

M.

-

jiua

3gy

I

s

Town and Improvement Company
The
Belen
WM.
BERGER,
President
qggjjr-

II

ggs

,trr

rr

312251

rfl"

r,

)
Secretary

H

JT7

CITIZEN!

ALI3UOUEHOUE EVENING

rAGE EIGHT.

!!

II

CP.

i

!

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
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LOCAL AND

II

OUR DIFFERENT AND BETTER

CLOTMING FOR MEN

VU

WEST RAILROADAYE.

Cold-WeaHlh- eir

l

SEnoes for Womeim
They are havy enough to keep your feet warm and dry, without being stiff and clumsy. They look dressy, wear splendidly and feel easy.
IT you want something extra swell, buy any of these styles:
Patent
Patent
Patent

Kid Button, swing toe, extension sole.

.... .$4.00

Kid Button or Lace, extension sole
Kid Lace, turn sole, Cuban or French

10

$3.50

heel.. $3.50

If you object to shiny
will please you.

leather the following grades

Sorosis Shoe, Vicl Kid or Box Calf
Viz & Dunn's or Reed's Vicl Kid Shoes
Brown's Vicl Kid Shoes

$3.50
$2.50 to $3.50

ooooooooco

Croaooao

t.

A FALL

IN CANNED GOODS.

t

.

m

and 120, South Second St,

0OtKOt0000000Ot)0

There are undoubtedly

good qualities

In every standard

piano.

But

2

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor. IB admitted to be
of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

the standard

0

THE WIIITSONT MUSJC. CO.
114 SOUTH
"

8ECOND STREET.

and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

i

j

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,

'

Sasi;aDors'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

Ht

01-4-

U

MERCHANTS

..,Maynard...(
THE JEWELER

F
F

Something Always to be Kept'

"SHE" LIKES

and Prized

0

FLOWERS

Is a picture In one of our appropriate frames and now Is

0

the time to have your framing done for the holiday
season.
We carry the largest line of moulding In the city, and
with our workmanship, make a combination that can't
be beat The new patterns Just received.
Our representative will call on you with a line of samples
if you will only say the word. Drop us a card or phone

ID.

DIAMONDS
ht Iieht

investment. Our prices are right We lnviu
the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; aJso

F

R!"e

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Majl orders receive apeclal attention.

.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

to call whether
invited
you purchase or not.

0

0
5

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen

Newcomer's Book Store

fu

begs to announce to His friends
and patrons, that His
FALL STOCK. IS ARRIVING DAILY
and tHat for tHe next few days
new and tasty designs in
Jewelry and Silverware and Handsome Holiday goods will be added
to stock. You are cordially

e

IVES,

Auto. 491.

to

Steam Pumps,

Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

Lumber,
Roofing.

Railroad Avenue Clothier

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

The Triumph of the Piano Maker f

p

to $25

PLUMBING

1'

F. F. TROTTER

3Q

SIMON STERN

Ittl

Especially as to prices is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, we
must get rid of our canned stock fins
a it is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a, hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.
Nos.

15

rttfititttttiirrt

$2.25 to $2.75

to

OVERCOATS

l.

gU-iXi?3lt-

1905.

delivered by Brltt. and he fouYd that RED MEN'S DANCE
times In the eighBrltt hit Nelson
teen rounds. Another quick calculator
ON TOMORROW NIGHT
counted the blows of Nelson, and he
reports 548, although the latter won
The local lodge of Red Men will
the battle.
The entertainment committee of the hold Its second annual ball at Red
Commercial club l arranging some- Men's hail, opposite The Citizen ofWEATHER INDICATIONS.
thing new for their regular semi- fice on. Gold avonue, tomorrow evenmonthly danre to he given at the club ing, November 9, and the committees
Rain and colder tonight and Thurs
n FrldAy niulit. The cotillion Will be In charge announce that It will be
W'e coubhVjjrechospn a better name for our clothing
day.
Introduced for the first time and the the most rnjoyatile dance ever given
rxijoyable
Twenty
most
be
a
with
dances,
four
ejttras,
to
have
affair
promises
different and better In every respect. It tells the whole story
The Red Men's ball tomorrow
been provided, and everybody who
(Thursday) night at their ha-l- on Quid one.
e
thirty-threand tells It truthfully. We want you to try on our garare
aged
guaranteed
attends
olilo,
a
Hit
B.
fine
time.
William
avenue.
years, died l;wt night at the family Reception committee: William Glaes-ner- ,
Cerments. They give a man the feeling of being well dressed,
W. A. Brown, a mining man of
W. N. Magee, Chas. Etell, Chas.
home on Mi l street. The deceased
rlllo. Is spending a few days In the came to Albuquerque about a year Keppeler, Chas.' Grand!. The floor
dressed In newest styles, and all at a moderate cost. Suits
metropolis.
ago from Duliith. Minn., tor his health. managers are John J. Selva, Ben Dig-neat
who
has
been'
one
range
In price from
by
a
wife
Flshmar,
N.
Is
with
and
J.
He
Frank Wendell, caller.
survived
Santa Fe on lmHiness and pleasure, child, who were with htmat the time
International stock food is eaten by
of his death. The remains were shiphas returned to the city.
Dan Patch, the champion harness
Mrs. L. M. Struniqulst Is reported ped to Leliov Mich., this morning
horse of the world, every day. He Is
seriously 111 with typhoid fever at her for burial, accompanied by the . be- owned
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ed by several young men of the city. proper authorities.
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TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ors; J. Sherman Savely, baritone; Al.
Auto Phone 718.
M. Kring, basso.
To buy or rent, a light
After consulting the attorney general WANTED
wagon, with pole, and double
spring
"lilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
for the territory. Game Warden P. B.
harness. Address "Z" Citizen.
hettr cook with safe gas.
Otero has decided that; there can be
no exchange of birds between the tery
ritorial and California commissioners,
as the New Mexico law specifically
states that there shall be no trapping
of birds In this territory.
Don't forget the regular annual
Proprietors
meeting of the New Mexico Territorial
WM. M'INTOSH.
CHAS. F. MYERS.
Fair association, upstairs over Zelg-er'- s
Cafe, next Monday evening. Nov.
13, at 8 o'clock. Every citizen having
the Interest of Albuquerque at heart
should attend this meeting.
One of Albuquerque's quick calculators, who attended the
moving picture show, reports' at The
Citizen olllce that he counted the licks
To get your Stove Work done before the rusn. Quick Meal, John
Van &. Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and G eat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
stroke. We carry many
AT LOWEST PRICES.
different sizes and 6tyles to select from. Try a Wlasj
HOT BLAST HEATERS.
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Now is the Time
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We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Special Sale on Boy's Clothing and Furnishings
Boy'g long, grey Over-

coats, glzes
years; worth

8

$6,

to 14
for,

81 50

QUICK

Boy's nobby grey Overcoats; very stylish;
long cuts; full backs;
worth $12; 12 to 16

yars,

QUICK MEAL
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for,

5810 OO

Boy's School Suits;
neat mixtures
with
two pairs of Pants, for,

Young Men's Suits, In
Casslmeres and Worsteds, 10, 12 and

81 50

813 50

Boy's Union Underwear, Fleeced Lined,

MIAI.
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75c
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Avenue
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22 South Second Street

No. 215
0

Weat Railroad Avenue

Winchester

Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester

ReAmmunition, Colt'
volvers and Automatic Pistols, Btudebaker Buggies and Wagons, Bcllpis
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
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